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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Context. In the forthcoming years Healthcare Systems will become better informed, more efficient 

and particularly focused on the patient through the integration of Information and Communication 

Technologies. Medical Rehabilitation is an example of a field prone for this evolution. Here, 

disciplines such as Software Engineering will play a key role during the transformation. 

Objectives. This study pursues to understand todays rehabilitation therapies and procedures, to 

conceive how future computer-aided rehabilitation systems should be constructed and to provide a 

coherent framework that conceptualizes the relationship of their main components and interactions. 

Methods. The overall thesis work involves a combination of different research methodologies, which 

vary from literature reviews, empirical observations and semi-structured ethnographic interviews, to 

constructive research, through software architectural designs. 

Results. FIAP-RT is a framework created to support the new paradigm on how future software tools 

oriented to Medical Rehabilitation should be constructed with views to achieve quality attributes such 

as interoperability, availability, security, accessibility, usability or reliability. 

Conclusions. This study reveals that it is generally hard to find a real socialization and dissemination 

of the know-how that is being constantly produced within rehabilitation centers. In addition, it is has 

been shown how applied Software Engineering can help to integrate advanced solutions even though 

further evaluation would be needed to validate the proposed framework. 

 

Keywords: medical rehabilitation, therapy planning, 

adaptive technologies, e-Health. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Description 
 

According to the Europe‟s Information Society (EIS 2011), one of the major aims for the 

following years is to improve healthcare systems to become better informed, more efficient 

and patient focused through the integration of Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICTs). This is rather relevant, especially because healthcare is a national responsibility that 

also contributes to stimulate the market. 

 

Nowadays, Medical Rehabilitation is a field where a large percentage of health care 

resources are consumed, involving substantial costs (Wade 2005). However, current 

technological advances are expected to help in the mitigation of these problems during the 

following years. In general, the efforts are oriented to decrease morbidity and mortality rates, 

enhance health care access, reduce costs and definitely, improve the quality of life of the 

patients (McGrady et al. 2008; Taleb et al. 2010). 

 

In addition, the needs for rehabilitation support systems are growing (Popescu et al. 2000). In 

fact, modern systems based on advanced technologies such as robots and virtual reality 

training environments are gaining more and more strength in rehabilitation centers. 

 

Rehabilitation experts (GMV 2010) claim that in a near future and thanks to the 

transformation of the services of today‟s healthcare systems, it will be possible to achieve 

new therapies more adapted and personalized to the patient needs, which is aligned with the 

objectives of the European Community. 

1.2 Software Engineering in Healthcare 
 

Healthcare Informatics is one of the fastest growing economic sectors in the world today. 

Due to the latest workshops on Software Engineering in Healthcare (SEHC 2009; SEHC 

2010; SEHC 2011), this sector will become one of the dominant economic factors in the 21
st
 

century. Furthermore, it is expected to make substantial contributions to the comfort and 

longevity of every human being on the face of earth. 

 

Here, Software, and thus Software Engineering, has an important role to play. Implantable 

devices, electronic records or robotic-driven surgery are just some examples where software 

supposes a critical contribution (SEHC 2010). 

 

In addition, the world faces increasing reliance on software-intensive systems to manage 

quality health care services, from scheduling, billing, and health care records to the control 

of life-critical devices and process-guided procedures (SEHC 2009). Moreover, medical 

processes are known to be error prone and prime targets for process improvement 

technology. Hence, there are important concerns about software quality, security, and 

privacy, user interfaces, system interoperability, process automation and improvement, and 

many other issues quite familiar to software engineering practitioners and researchers (SEHC 

2011). 

1.3 Rehabilitation of the Future 
 

REHABILITA project (GMV 2010) is a Spanish Government funded CENIT project that 

was born with the ambition to become an international reference for the future of 
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Rehabilitation Systems oriented to the citizens. This project seeks to develop new platforms 

for rehabilitation services where knowledge management is a fundamental factor. 

 

The ultimate goal of the project is to produce a change of paradigm in Medical 

Rehabilitation practice. That is, the progress towards new rehabilitation plans that are 

centered in the patient, self-managed, customizable, ubiquitous, distributed, open to new 

ways of learning, better informed, sustainable, with a greater scope and more effective in 

comparison with the plans that exist today. 

 

As a consequence, the motivation to apply Software Engineering knowledge to improve 

today‟s healthcare systems and especially those in medical rehabilitation is more than 

noticeable and will be the driver for this Master‟s Thesis work. 

1.4 Background 
 

The context of this Master‟s Thesis is Software Engineering applied to Medical 

Rehabilitation. The work arises from a real need detected within REHABILITA project. The 

project has been considered of interest as a Master‟s Thesis topic for the European Master on 

Software Engineering (EMSE) since it has to deal with several interesting issues from the 

point of view of Software Engineering in combination with Medical Informatics. 

 

The work has been carried out in cooperation with two academic institutions, that is, 

Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) and Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) and 

one of the top-reference rehabilitation centers in Spain: the Guttmann Institute. 

1.5 Contribution 
 

This Master‟s Thesis contributes with a background study of the state-of-the-art of different 

aspects in Medical Rehabilitation along with the creation of a software based framework for 

an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies in-lined with the objectives of 

REHABILITA project.  

 

1.5.1 Aims and Objectives 
 

The goal of this Master‟s Thesis is to provide a coherent framework based on a software 

architecture that allows the derivation of software tools according to the future needs of 

rehabilitation centers. 

 

These are the main objectives of the study: 

 

 Analyze observations on software-based medical rehabilitation procedures (i.e. 

cognitive, physical and cardio-respiratory) at rehabilitation centers in contrast with 

literature findings 

 Define taxonomies and abstraction of models for generic rehabilitation procedures 

 Summarize the latest standards in e-Health and methodologies to document software 

architectures 

 Create a coherent framework compliant to current medical standards and based upon 

business goals, scenarios and architectural views 

 Propose guidelines to derive software tools based on the framework 

 Propose an evaluation methodology for the validation of the framework based on    

quality attributes 
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1.5.2 Research Questions 
 

The research questions of the study are sustained on underlying hypotheses. However, since 

they are not formally stated, there is no need to a formal hypothesis test to determine whether 

they should be accepted or rejected. 

 

H1. There exists a sequence of common steps shared between different rehabilitation 

procedures (i.e. cognitive, physical and cardio-respiratory). 

RQ1. What is the common taxonomy model of different rehabilitation procedures and what 

variability points can be supported? 

 

H2. Workflow-oriented architectures are a good solution to derive software tools for 

rehabilitation procedures. 

RQ2. Will a coherent framework compliant with the latest standards be an appropriate 

solution to leverage the development of software tools for the design and planning of 

rehabilitation therapies? 

 

H3. The validation of the framework can be done based on certain quality attributes (QAs). 

RQ3. Which QAs are needed to evaluate the framework properly and how should they be 

prioritized? 

 

1.5.3 Expected Outcomes 
 

This is the list of expected outcomes approved after the presentation of the thesis proposal: 

 

 OUT 1: A study on the state-of-the-art of learning techniques and adaptive therapies 

in medical rehabilitation 

 OUT 2: A taxonomy of supported rehabilitation procedures 

 OUT 3: A study of the latest medical standards 

 OUT 4: A study of references and architectural styles for the framework 

 OUT 5: A complete description and design of a specific architecture 

 OUT 6: Guidelines to evaluate the validity of the framework 

 OUT 7: Process guideline to develop software taking the framework as a reference 

1.6 Research Methodology 
 

This section contains a roadmap of the research methodology conducted along the study. 

 

The overall thesis work involves a combination of different research approaches, from 

empirical to constructive research interleaved with different research techniques that will 

be explained below. Figure 1 shows an overview of the research methodology. 

 

First, the expectations and goals of all the partners involved in the project will be collected 

based on interviews and written documentation. However, not all the information will be 

disclosed due to confidentiality issues. This initial phase will provide hints on the important 

aspects to be addressed in the framework. 

 

Once the thesis proposal has been accepted in its final version, it is time to conduct an 

empirical research with views to reveal the taxonomy of those rehabilitation procedures 

(i.e. cognitive, physical and cardio-respiratory) that rely on computer-aided healthcare 

workflows. Medical standards will also be object of study. In order to do this, a literature 

review will be conducted taking as a reference point relevant sources like scientific databases 
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that may vary from engineering to medical ones. Findings of this research phase will be 

validated against expert opinion of physicians and engineers of the project.  

 

Parallel, an ethnographic research will be carried out to understand how healthcare 

rehabilitation professionals perform in their daily routines through direct, on-site 

observations and interviews. From the point of view of a software engineer, the idea is to 

discover the commonalities between rehabilitation procedures to be able to generate 

taxonomies and outline a consistent workflow model (i.e. sequence activities) according to 

the tasks performed by patients. RQ1 shall be answered after the completion of this phase. 

The results of this research will be validated against expert opinion.  

 

Soon after the previous analytical process is completed, it will be necessary to resume 

literature reviews, this time focused on methodologies to document software architectures 

and standards in Medical Informatics. Besides, methodologies to evaluate the future 

architecture framework will be a special matter of interest. 

 

Then, having defined taxonomies and models and having studied and selected the most 

appropriate architectural references and evaluation methods it is time to set up a 

constructive research phase. That is, a coherent framework based on a software architecture 

will be designed. RQ2 shall be answered after the completion of this phase. 

 

Afterwards, some evaluation guidelines will be proposed to enable future studies for the 

validation of the framework upon the quality attributes demanded by professionals. RQ3 

shall be answered after the completion of this phase. Moreover, guidelines to derive software 

tools from the framework will be provided. 

 

In summary, the underlying objective is to promote innovation and improvements in today‟s 

healthcare systems hence, by reducing costs and taking advantage of existent knowledge and 

technology. Improving healthcare systems is very important for achieving healthcare quality 

and efficiency. In this case, software engineering applied to medical rehabilitation 

procedures can provide a genuine framework to facilitate the development of future 

assistance tools.  
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1.7 Thesis Outline 
 

This document begins with a description of the REHABILITA project to gain a thorough 

understanding of the context of this Master‟s Thesis in Section 2. Section 3 continues with 

an initial empirical research phase composed of a systematic literature review about the 

design of rehabilitation procedures and an ethnographic study performed at the Guttmann 

Institute, one of the top-reference rehabilitation centers in Spain. Then it comes a study of 

the state of the art of learning techniques and adaptation of rehabilitation procedures, 

presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains a description of the latest standards that are being 

used in medical informatics, regarding e-Health applications and another study of 

methodologies to document software architectures. It follows Section 6 with a description of 

FIAP-RT, a framework for an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies, 

and Section 7, containing the description of general guidelines for the evaluation of the 

framework. Finally, Section 8 concludes this thesis work with a general discussion about he 

fulfillment of the objectives, conclusions and future works. 
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2 THE REHABILITA PROJECT 

2.1 Description of the Project 
 

The REHABILITA project (GMV 2010) is a Spanish Government funded CENIT project 

that was born with the ambition to become an international reference for the future of 

Rehabilitation Systems oriented to the citizens. This project seeks to develop new platforms 

for rehabilitation services that will generate knowledge about the effectiveness of 

procedures, obtaining an evaluation of new devices, technology, content and processes of 

medical rehabilitation. 

 

REHABILITA was created through a consortium of companies with a proven vocation and 

experience in technological innovation, a group of research centers experts in biomedical, 

electronic, information and communication or robotic technologies as well as clinical 

research centers which are a reference in innovative rehabilitation processes. 

 

The project is headed by GMV Innovating Solutions. It counts with a budget of 17.5M€ and 

has a duration of more than 3 years (from September 2009 until December 2012). This 

Master‟s Thesis has been developed within „Decoroso Crespo Laboratory‟ at the Computer 

Science School of Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM), an institution that also 

participates in the project. The purpose of this collaboration is the definition of a framework 

for an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies, which is the topic of this 

Master‟s Thesis. 

2.2 Context 
 

According to experts in the REHABILITA project, nowadays, healthcare systems of 

developed countries are facing a number of challenges that affect their progress. One of 

those challenges is the aging population due to an increased life expectancy and falling birth 

rate, which is leading to a growing need of medical rehabilitation. Some other challenges are 

related to the current lifestyle of the population that contributes to an increase in chronic and 

degenerative diseases associated with disabling conditions. However, the expansion of the 

capabilities provided by medicine and biotechnology enables to face challenges hitherto 

unthinkable. 

 

Medical rehabilitation is a field where a large percentage of health care resources are 

consumed. Today, rehabilitation processes involve very high costs, both direct costs, in 

function of the number of days a patient stays in a hospital, and indirect costs, since that 

patient ceases to be productive for the country. 

 

REHABILITA experts define medical rehabilitation as a complex clinical process intended 

to restore, minimize and/or compensate changes in human body. This process modifies the 

capacities of the human organism thanks to the intensive practice of specific activities over 

the time. The number of repetitions per session, the number of sessions, and the adaptation to 

every single patient needs condition the success. 

2.3 Objectives 
 

The aim of the REHABILITA project is to produce an evolution of current medical 

rehabilitation field: 
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 Ensuring that people with a disability can receive an adapted rehabilitation 

treatment, with the sufficient intensity, during the necessary period of time and at a 

sustainable cost. 

 Developing platforms for rehabilitation services that allow the generation of 

knowledge about the effectiveness of the procedures and that enable the 

development of a new practice of evidence-based rehabilitation. 

 

The technical objectives of the project include a study of a series of disruptive technologies, 

vital to the new paradigm of medical rehabilitation depicted in Figure 2 and in certain areas 

as complex as: 

 

 Interactive and context-dependent virtual environments 

 Interactive, gestural and intentional I/O devices 

 Secure networks for clinical information 

 Hybrid bionic devices with advanced capabilities of perception and action 

 Intelligent technologies for therapy learning and adaptation 

 

 
 

Figure 2. New paradigm of medical rehabilitation introduced by the REHABILITA 

project 
 

The lines of action are focused on the application of Information and Communications 

Technologies (ICTs) to rehabilitation procedures: 

 

1. Innovation on technology and devices 

 

2. Design of platforms oriented to services and knowledge generation with views to: 

 

 Provide safer, more effective and more efficient rehabilitation guidelines 

 Facilitate the customization of rehabilitation programs 

 Real-time and deferred monitoring 

 Modulate the intensity and duration of the programs 

 Obtain knowledge derived from clinical practice and its structure 
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2.4 Scope 
 

The main strategy of REHABILITA is to focus research activities on the three following 

rehabilitation types: 

 

 Physical Rehabilitation: road-traffic accidents, disasters, and cerebrovascular or 

muscle-skeletal diseases. 

 Cognitive Rehabilitation: depressions, road-traffic accidents, cerebrovascular 

diseases or dementias. 

 Cardio-Respiratory Rehabilitation: myocardial infarction, chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease, lower respiratory infections or tuberculosis. 

 

By encompassing these three fields it will be possible to address the first 8 diseases with 

most impact worldwide and the first 10 of major impact in developed countries according to 

the predicted leading causes of Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) for 2020 (Murray & 

A. D. Lopez 1997). This information is collected in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Ten projected leading causes of DALYs in 2020. Source: Murray & Lopez 

(1997) 
 

Worldwide Developed Countries 

Ischaemic heart disease Ischaemic heart disease 

Unipolar major 

depression 
Cerebrovascular disease 

Road-traffic accidents Unipolar major depression 

Cerebrovascular disease 
Trachea, bronchus, and lung 

cancers 

Chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease 
Road-traffic accidents 

Lower respiratory 

infections 
Alcohol use 

Tuberculosis Osteoarthritis 

War injuries 

Dementia and other 

degenerative and hereditary 

CNS disorders 

Diarrhoeal diseases 
Chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease 

HIV Self-inflicted injuries 

2.5 Application Scenarios and Benefits 
 

As it can be seen in Figure 3, there are several possible application scenarios where patients 

use to perform rehabilitation exercises.  

 

Traditionally, rehabilitation and training programs have been held in environments where 

patients were directly supervised by physicians following a 1:1 relationship. In a near future 

and thanks to the transformation of the services of today‟s healthcare systems, it will be 

possible to achieve new contexts of rehabilitation. 
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Figure 3. Application scenarios of REHABILITA platform 
 

The idea behind the REHABILITA project is to create a logical network where the main 

platform is interconnected to each of the application scenarios.  The intended benefits in 

relation with the scenarios are listed below: 

 

 Main hospitals, reference centers 

o Increase the effectiveness and efficiency 

o Improve monitoring systems 

o Design more personalized treatment plans 

o Increase the knowledge to achieve greater security 

o Provide assistance and knowledge to partner institutions 

o New tools and resources for medical rehabilitation 

 

 District hospitals, health centers 

o Same level of security and experience than reference centers 

o Avoid unnecessary movements of the patients 

 

 Gyms 

o New services 

o Decentralization of rehabilitation resources 

o New professional profiles 

 

 Home 

o Tele-rehabilitation avoiding physical or geographical barriers 

2.6 Technological Innovation 
 

Technological advances will play a key role in the transformation of health care services due 

to a paradigm shift. In the case of rehabilitation services, this is based on achieving new 

rehabilitation plans that are centered in the patient, self-managed, customizable, ubiquitous, 

distributed, open to new ways of learning, better informed, sustainable, with a greater scope 

and more effective. 
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The major research interests in relation with the application of new technologies are listed 

below: 

 Therapeutic plans adapted to the patients and based on evidence 

 Objectification of the evolution of changes produced in the patients through 

rehabilitation processes that are based on standard taxonomies (e.g. WHO-ICF) 

 Configurable content (i.e. degree of difficulty, patient‟s profile) and measurable 

results (objectification of patients achievements) 

 Exercises oriented to Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) driven by virtual and visual 

stimuli 

 Motivation and feedback to/from the patient 

 Knowledge management for decision support in the design of treatment plans 

 Exploitation of data to extract evidence 

 Distributed, open platform functioning under interoperability standards 

 Security, integrity and protection of the data 

 Connectivity and interoperability of information systems 

 Electronic Health Record (EHR) standards 

 Integration engines for health information systems 

 Web-services 

 

The specific innovations applied to each of the three rehabilitation types of interest are listed 

below: 

 

 Cognitive rehabilitation 

o Interactive digital contents oriented to ADLs 

o Tools to create, edit or publish virtual reality based content and/or digital 

video 

 Physical rehabilitation 

o Robot-assisted virtual environments 

o Modular robotic orthotics, with an ergonomic design, portable, easy to deploy 

and use 

 Cardio-respiratory rehabilitation 

o Smart clothes and sensors to monitor biometrical variables and motion 

o Sensors an actuators for monitoring the performance on rehabilitation 

machines (e.g. bikes, elliptical trainers, treadmills) 

2.7 Alignment of the Thesis and the REHABILITA 

Project 
 

This document is a Master‟s Thesis on Software Engineering applied to Medical 

Rehabilitation. To understand the synergies between the thesis and the project, it is necessary 

to get an overall idea of the work packages (WPs) that constitute the REHABILITA project. 

Further, the role of the thesis under work package six (WP6) will be explained, together with 

the associated objectives to be met. 

 

2.7.1 Work Packages of the Project 
 

The REHABILITA project has been organized in six WPs that address different tasks: 

 

 WP1 – Modeling of hybrid bionic systems for ubiquitous and evidence-based virtual 

scenarios  

 WP2 – Smart textiles and intelligent monitoring sensors 
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 WP3 – Generation of virtual environments dependent on the context and interactive 

therapeutic procedures 

 WP4 – Interoperable virtual networks and security 

 WP5 – Hybrid bionic devices with advanced capabilities of perception and action 

 WP6 – Intelligent adaptation of therapies and learning 

 

From now on, this Master‟s Thesis will be focused on certain work lines of WP6 but, at the 

same time, will require direct interaction with other WPs. 

 

2.7.2 WP6 
 

The WP6 is focused on research in technologies and processes oriented to extract semi-

automatic knowledge from rehabilitation procedures. The goal is to obtain clinical evidence 

from accumulated data with views to adapt rehabilitation therapies dynamically, according to 

the knowledge that is being generated. The extraction process implies several phases such as 

data recollection and extraction, preprocessing, learning, assessment and knowledge 

management. 

 

Thus, the main theme behind the WP6 is the intelligent adaptation of therapies and learning. 

A learning process can be seen as a combination of two phases, that is, discovery and sharing 

of knowledge. 

 

First, it is necessary to understand how therapists work in rehabilitation centers nowadays 

and later improve rehabilitation procedures trough successful experiences that are not being 

registered, shared or exploited today. From the moment there exists a deeper knowledge 

about the most satisfactory results for the characteristics of each patient, it will be possible to 

achieve a „personalized adaptation of therapies‟. This will require an initial stage of „data 

mining‟ and a succession of „clinical decision support systems‟ (CDSSs). CDSSs will 

include a reasoning system, probably case-based reasoning, implying different steps such as 

„retrieve, reuse, revise, and retain‟. 

 

The learning process also takes place after the „intelligent adaptation of therapies‟ 

considering the efficiency of therapies that have been previously adapted. This kind of 

learning/adaptation processes is ambitious and long-term oriented since it will be necessary 

to measure the improvement in rehabilitation procedures and it is fundamental to obtain good 

feedback about the application of new technologies. 

 

The CDSS stage includes the adaptation of rehabilitation procedures to particular persons so 

that they perform the most convenient activities according to their current state, capabilities 

and needs. If the system is able to control all the parameters for each rehabilitation session 

and each activity, it may contribute to decide (under supervision) relevant aspects such as: 

available time for each activity, difficulty level, need of help or hints, detect unfinished 

progresses, detect types of activities that are proved to be more effective for particular 

patients or analyze and diagnose individual errors. For this purpose, the system will collect 

data at the stage of post-hospitalization, taking patients into account holistically. For 

instance, in certain cognitive rehabilitation activities (e.g. cognitive games) the social life 

and habits of the individual could be taken into account. 

 

2.7.3 Master‟s Thesis and WP6 
 

This Master‟s Thesis pursues the creation of a conceptual framework for an intelligent and 

adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies. The goals, which are directly aligned with 

WP6, have been listed below: 
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 Initial Empirical Research on medical rehabilitation procedures and therapy 

planning, which includes: 

o Literature review on scientific publications about the topic 

o On-site ethnographic research in a reference rehabilitation center 

 

 Study of learning techniques and adaptive therapies in rehabilitation 

 

 Study of medical and technological standards in relation to health information 

systems 

 

 Study of methodologies to document Software Architectures 

 

 Design of a framework for an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation 

therapies 

 

 Proposal of a formal methodology for the evaluation of the framework 
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3 INITIAL RESEARCH 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Experts in the REHABILITA project sustain the hypothesis that different rehabilitation 

therapies can be planned following a predefined set of steps and due to certain 

commonalities in the sequence of activities (workflow). One of the main aims of the project 

is to improve rehabilitation procedures as they are at the present moment and also to define 

how should they be in the near future due to the latest technologies. However, it is difficult 

to draw tomorrow‟s history without having a reasonable vision of the present situation. One 

of the purposes of this Master‟s Thesis is to perform an empirical study to identify what is 

the current situation regarding medical rehabilitation with special emphasis on rehabilitation 

sessions and therapy planning. 

 

A combination of a Systematic Literature Review and some onsite Structured Interviews will 

help to contrast what has been published in the research world and what is actually done in 

real rehabilitation centers. 

 

3.2 Systematic Literature Review on the Design of 

Rehabilitation Therapies 
 

3.2.1 Identification of the need for a review 
 

Discovering how rehabilitation sessions are planned and how procedures are performed at 

rehabilitation centers may provide enough information for the development of a 

comprehensive framework. Special attention will be put on those procedures that involve the 

use of a computer, robot or any other electronic device and that implies a high-level patient-

computer interaction, reducing the workload of therapists. Among the wide range of 

rehabilitation specialties, cognitive, physical and cardio-respiratory therapies are the target of 

the study. 

 

As in any other research work, a good starting point is to dig first on literature and clarify the 

initial evidence. A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is a mean of identifying, evaluating 

and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular research question, or topic area, 

or phenomenon of interest (B. Kitchenham & Charters 2007). The objectives of this SLR 

have been listed below: 

 

 Summarize any evidence of commonalities in the taxonomy of different 

rehabilitation procedures 

 Extract information on therapy planning and design 

 Gather background information on medical rehabilitation in general 

 

The next sections contain the methodology and results of a SLR that has been conducted 

based on the structure proposed by Kitchenham et al. (2007) and the guidelines suggested in 

Kitchenham & Charters (2007). 
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3.2.2 Specifying the research questions 
 

There exists a background question underlying the evidence of the experts. That is, what do 

different rehabilitation sessions have in common so that they can be planned using a 

computer program regardless of their nature? This background question can be transformed 

into multiple foreground research questions to better refine and understand which answer 

may be found in literature. 

 

 RQ1: What is the sequence of activities or steps (workflow) involved in a 

rehabilitation therapy (e.g. cognitive, physical or cardio-pulmonary)? 

 RQ2: What is the common taxonomy model of different rehabilitation procedures 

and what are the differences among them? 

 RQ3: How do physicians plan or design rehabilitation sessions applied to their 

patients? 

 

With the intention of performing a literature review following the best possible way, a 

structured methodology has been considered. PICO analysis (Hylton et al. 2007) is the 

starting point of this SLR. It stands for "Population, Intervention, Comparison and Outcome" 

and is one of the most commonly used criteria to frame research questions in Medicine.  

 

Occasionally, it is difficult to identify some of the items contained in PICO as it happens 

with the population in the absence of entities to which/whom the technology of interest 

applies. 

 

In terms of context, which is another item identified in PICOC methodology (an extension of 

PICO), it is possible to clearly identify a match: 

 

 Context: Medical rehabilitation 

 

In addition, the problem or object of interest in this review is more concerned with a non-

human entity. 

 

 Population / Problem: Therapy 

  

The intervention is related to what the researcher wants to do with the problem, in this case: 

 

 Intervention:  Planning 

  

However, there is no applicable alternative to the main intervention since the aim is not to 

compare. Then, 'C' term of basic PICO methodology is not considered. In fact, the aim is not 

to compare and there are not even quantitative results but to discover several outcomes: 

 

 Outcome RQ 1: Sequence of activities (workflow) 

  

Table 2 shows a summary of terms used to design the search string using PICO 

methodology. A set of synonyms and/or related terms has also been included as alternative to 

every dimension of PICO. 
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Table 2. Set of research terms classified using PICO methodology 

 

3.2.3 Search String 
 

The following base search string has been constructed considering the four categories of 

PICO analysis: 

 

(medical rehabilitation OR clinical rehabilitation OR rehabilitation nursing OR 

rehabilitation center OR physical rehabilitation OR cognitive rehabilitation OR cardio-

pulmonary rehabilitation OR computer-aided rehabilitation OR computer-assisted 

rehabilitation) 

AND (therapy OR protocol OR training OR procedure) 

AND (plan OR design OR model) 

AND (activities OR process OR exercise OR workflow OR sequence OR routine OR task OR 

step OR state OR method OR taxonomy OR model OR algorithm) 

 

NOTE: some terms have been used in singular form in order to achieve a broader coverage 

of search results. 

 

3.2.4 Scientific Sources 
 

Some of the leading databases dedicated to science, medicine and engineering were selected 

before proceeding with the searches. 

Databases 

 PubMed 

 IEEE Xplore 

 Scopus 

 

The criterion for this selection was to have access to some of the most significant scientific 

and technical knowledge that have been published, which is available on the Internet and 

usually consulted a lot of researchers nowadays. These three databases were considered 

appropriate for the context of this SLR since they concentrate a high volume of publications 

that vary from biomedical to engineering disciplines. Thus, PubMed (NIH 2011b) was 

selected for being a central archive that comprises more than 20 million citations for 

Context Problem Intervention 
Comparison 

(Not applicable) 
Outcome 

Medical rehabilitation Therapy Plan  Activities 

Alternative Words 

Clinical rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation nursing 

Rehabilitation center 

Physical rehabilitation 

Cognitive rehabilitation 

Cardio-pulmonary 

rehabilitation 

Computer-aided 

rehabilitation 

Computer-assisted 

rehabilitation 

Protocol 

Training 

Procedure 

Design 

Model 

 Processes 

Exercises 

Workflow 

Sequence 

Routines 

Tasks 

Steps 

States 

Methods 

Taxonomy 

Algorithm 
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biomedical literature, life science journals, and online books. Scopus (Elsevier 2011) is 

another database selected for being the world‟s largest abstract and citation database of peer-

reviewed literature and quality web sources with more than 41 million records. Finally, IEEE 

Xplore (IEEE 2011a) is a digital library also selected because it provides Web access to 

almost 3-million full-text documents from some of the world's most highly cited publications 

in electrical engineering, computer science and electronics. 

 

Information extracted from databases was complemented with eight journals gathered from a 

list of top ranked journals (core ranking 1) by SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR) 

(SCImago 2011) under the subject area of 'medicine', subject category of 'rehabilitation', 

country 'all' and year '2009' 
1
. 

Individual Journals 

 Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine 

 American Journal of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

 International Journal of Rehabilitation Research 

 Clinical Rehabilitation 

 Disability & Rehabilitation 

 CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation 

 IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering 

 International Conference e-Health 

 

3.2.5 Selection Criteria and Procedures for Including and Excluding 

Primary Publications 
 

Publications were selected for further study if they accomplished most of the following 

inclusion criterion: 

 

1. Contained a description of a medical rehabilitation procedure, especially, computer-

aided. 

2. Involved any kind of interaction among a physician, an individual patient or a group 

of them and any kind of intermediate instruments, machines, devices or computers. 

3. Reflected the planning or design process of rehabilitation therapies or exercises. 

4. Compared different rehabilitation procedures or therapies. 

 

Publications were discarded if they presented any of these characteristics: 

  

1. They were experiments or studies focused on patients' performance rather than on a 

description of the settings, materials and methods of rehabilitation therapies. 

2. They were experiments or studies focused on the effectiveness of one or more 

rehabilitation techniques or therapies. 

 

The study selection criteria involved a sequence of filters, from the vast amount of 

publications found after applying the search strings, until a refined set of relevant 

publications from where data was extracted. 

 

 Step 1. The author of this thesis performed the initial searches against the search 

engines and journals/proceedings previously identified. The format of the resulting 

publications ranged from a variety of formats, mainly articles or book extracts. 

                                                      

 
1
 SJR computes the impact factor of above journals considering the number of citations received in the 

current year (2011) to the documents published in the two previous years. 
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 Step 2. The selection of potentially relevant publications was made by reading the 

title and the abstract to verify the adequacy to the research questions. Conclusions 

were read in case it was necessary to clarify a decision. Repeated publications found 

in other sources were directly discarded. Only publications in English and 

electronically available at 0 cost via BTH's or UPM‟s licenses and partnerships were 

finally selected. 

 

 Step 3. A final list of relevant (a.k.a. primary) publications was created after a deep 

read through the text considering the inclusion/exclusion criterion. 

 

3.2.6 Publications Relevance Assessment Checklist 
 

The criteria used to determine the overall relevance of the primary publications included 4 

top-level questions. The overall quality score for a publication ranged from 0 to 4, 

representing very low and very high relevance, respectively. Whenever a top-level question 

had sub-questions, scores were attributed to each sub-question such that the overall score for 

the top-level question would range between 1 and 0. For example, question 1 had five sub-

questions, thus each "Yes", "No", and "Partially" for a sub-question contributed scores of 

0.2, 0.1, and 0 respectively. 

 

The four main questions were: 

 

Q1 Is there any description of how a therapist plans/design a rehabilitation therapy? 

Q1.1 Was the methodology, planning or design completely described? 

Q1.2 Was it clear who were the actors involved in the procedures? 

Q1.3 Was it defined a workflow of activities comprising the therapy? 

Q1.4 Was the execution of the therapy explained? 

Q1.5 Were the results of the execution reflected? 

  

Q2 Do the rehabilitation therapies involve the use of a computer or electronic devices? 

Q2.1 Was clear an interaction between patient-computer? 

Q2.2 Was there any software assisting or guiding the physician on the design of the 

therapy? 

Q2.3 Was an explanation of the exercises presented to the patient? 

Q2.4 Was there a monitoring of patient's performance? 

Q2.5 Was there a reporting of results? 

  

Q3 Do the rehabilitation techniques correspond to any of the following: cognitive, physical 

or cardio-pulmonary? 

 

Q4 Is there any comparison between rehabilitation techniques? 

 

3.2.7 Data Extraction 
 

In comparison with other systematic review studies, in this case, the aim is not to extract 

quantitative data regarding the comparison or efficiency of two techniques, procedures, etc. 

but to gather qualitative results of the adequacy of primary publications to the relevance 

assessment checklist. 

 

In order to organize the data extraction and ease the literature review overall process, 

Mendeley [42], an academic reference management software, was used. 
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Extracted data was held in tables, one file per primary publication and according to the 

relevance assessment checklist. 

 

3.2.8 Study Limitations 
The search was performed only in those search engines, digital libraries and journals 

available on the Internet and which have partnership with Blekinge Institute of Technology 

(BTH) and Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM). 

 

3.2.9 Results and Synthesis of Extracted Data 
 

The search phase produced a considerable amount of results that varied depending on the 

consulted scientific source. A total of 1367 publications were gradually filtered and held in 

Table 3. This table is followed by a specification of each of the search strings used for each 

particular source. 

 

If we interpret the figures on the table, there were a high percentage of the publications that 

did not pass the initial filter of the search, that is, 1282 publications (approximately 94% out 

of the total). In that case, the title, conclusions or abstract parts did not provide any sign to 

continue with a further study. Then, a small percentage of the results, that is, 86 publications 

(approximately 6.3% out of the total) was marked as 'potentially relevant' to proceed with a 

deeper study. However, an unexpected setback of lack of view permissions supposed a 

considerable reduction on the number of available publications, which is 30 out of 86 

(approximately 2.2% out of the total). Finally, nine publications (approximately 0.6% out of 

the total) were marked as relevant and compliant to the search objectives. 
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Table 3. Results of the SLR search phase including scientific databases and journals 
 

 

 

Source 
Search 

Results 

Not 

Relevant 

Potentially 

Relevant 

Potentially 

Relevant & 

Available 

Repeated Discarded Relevant 

Scientific Databases 

Scopus1 1120 1062 58 5 0 4 1 

PubMed2 153 138 15 12 0 11 1 

IEEExplore3 21 14 7 7 0 4 3 

Journals 

Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation5 62 58 4 4 0 1 3 

International Journal of Rehabilitation Research N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Clinical Rehabilitation6 6 5 1 1 0 0 1 

Disability & Rehabilitation7 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 

IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and 

Rehabilitation Engineering8 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

CyberTherapy & Rehabilitation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

        TOTAL 1367 1282 86 30 1 20 9 
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----------- 

 
1
 Search String: TITLE-ABS-KEY(("medical rehabilitation" OR "clinical rehabilitation" OR "rehabilitation nursing" OR "rehabilitation center" OR "physical rehabilitation" 

OR "cognitive rehabilitation" OR "cardio-pulmonary rehabilitation" OR "computer-aided rehabilitation" OR "computer-assisted rehabilitation") AND (therapy OR protocol 

OR training OR procedure) AND (plan OR design OR model) AND (activities OR process OR exercise OR workflow OR sequence OR routine OR task OR step OR state OR 

method OR taxonomy OR algorithm)) AND (LIMIT-TO(LANGUAGE, "English")) 

 
2
 Search String: TITLE-ABS-KEY(("medical rehabilitation" OR "clinical rehabilitation" OR "rehabilitation nursing" OR "rehabilitation center" OR "physical rehabilitation" 

OR "cognitive rehabilitation" OR "cardio-pulmonary rehabilitation" OR "computer-aided rehabilitation" OR "computer-assisted rehabilitation") AND (therapy OR protocol 

OR training OR procedure) AND (plan OR design OR model) AND (activities OR process OR exercise OR workflow OR sequence OR routine OR task OR step OR state OR 

method OR taxonomy OR algorithm)) AND (LIMIT-TO(LANGUAGE, "English")) 

 
3
 Search String: (medical rehabilitation [TIAB] OR clinical rehabilitation [TIAB] OR rehabilitation nursing [TIAB] OR rehabilitation center [TIAB] OR physical 

rehabilitation [TIAB] OR cognitive rehabilitation [TIAB] OR cardio-pulmonary rehabilitation [TIAB] OR computer-aided rehabilitation [TIAB] OR computer-assisted 

rehabilitation [TIAB]) 

AND (therapy [TIAB] OR protocol[TIAB] training [TIAB] OR procedure [TIAB]) 

AND (plan [TIAB] OR design [TIAB] OR model [TIAB]) 

AND (activities [TIAB] OR process [TIAB] OR exercise [TIAB] OR workflow [TIAB] OR sequence [TIAB] OR routine [TIAB] OR task [TIAB] OR step [TIAB] OR state 

[TIAB] OR method [TIAB] OR taxonomy [TIAB] OR algorithm [TIAB]) 

 
4
 Search String through EBSCO: JN "Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine" and AB ( ("medical rehabilitation" OR "clinical rehabilitation" OR "rehabilitation nursing" OR 

"rehabilitation center" OR "physical rehabilitation" OR "cognitive rehabilitation" OR "cardio-pulmonary rehabilitation" OR "computer-aided rehabilitation" OR "computer-

assisted rehabilitation") AND (therapy OR protocol OR training OR procedure) AND (plan OR design OR model) AND (activities OR process OR exercise OR workflow OR 

sequence OR routine OR task OR step OR state OR method OR taxonomy OR algorithm)  

 
5
 Search String through SciVerse: TITLE-ABSTR-KEY(("medical rehabilitation" OR "clinical rehabilitation" OR "rehabilitation nursing" OR "rehabilitation center" OR 

"physical rehabilitation" OR "cognitive rehabilitation" OR "cardio-pulmonary rehabilitation" OR "computer-aided rehabilitation" OR "computer-assisted rehabilitation") 

AND (therapy OR protocol OR training OR procedure) 

AND (plan OR design OR model) 

AND (activities OR process OR exercise OR workflow OR sequence OR routine OR task OR step OR state OR method OR taxonomy OR algorithm)) AND LIMIT-

TO(contenttype, "1,2","Journal") AND LIMIT-TO(smi, "6702","Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitatio...") 

 
6
 Search String through EBSCO: JN "Clinical Rehabilitation" and AB ( ("medical rehabilitation" OR "clinical rehabilitation" OR "rehabilitation nursing" OR "rehabilitation 

center" OR "physical rehabilitation" OR "cognitive rehabilitation" OR "cardio-pulmonary rehabilitation" OR "computer-aided rehabilitation" OR "computer-assisted 

rehabilitation") AND (therapy OR protocol OR training OR procedure) AND (plan OR design OR model) AND (activities OR process OR exercise OR workflow OR sequence 

OR routine OR task OR step OR state OR method OR taxonomy OR algorithm) ) 

 
7
 Search String: Repeated results contained in previous search through IEEEXplore  
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The large number of false positives produced by searches might suggest that the ultimate 

objective of this SLR is irrelevant to the scientific community, which could question the 

usefulness of the study. However, findings reveal that there is a growing tendency of interest 

in medical rehabilitation research issues over the last three decades as it is shown in Figure 4. 

The figure shows how the number of publications (represented in Y axis) has evolved along 

the years (represented in X axis) according to the results produced with the search string 

using SCOPUS engine. An increasing interest in the topic is more than noticeable. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Number of publications in rehabilitation topics through the last three 

decades in relation with the search string results produced by SCOPUS engine 
 

Therefore, the growing interest in medical rehabilitation supported the significance of the 

study and justified the need and relevance of the proposed research questions. 

 

The final set of selected publications was assessed against the adequacy list previously 

created. Table 4 contains the punctuations for seven out of nine relevant publications. The 

other two articles did not fit with the research questions but contained a significant amount 

of information to sustain this thesis work. Thus, although being discarded for grading, they 

were selected as reference material. 

 

In general, the texts talked about any of the rehabilitation types considered in Q3 (i.e. 

cognitive, physical or cardio-respiratory). In addition, half of them complied with Q4 

describing different rehabilitation techniques. However, it was difficult to find the ideal text 

presenting rehabilitation therapies implying the use of a computer or electronic devices and, 

at the same time, containing a description of how therapists planned them. Nevertheless, 

most of the publications satisfied Q1 and Q2 to a greater or lesser extent. 
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Table 4. Assessment of relevant publications against the adequacy list 

Publication 

Q1 

Rehabilitation therapies fully 

described (methodology, design, 

actors, workflow, execution, 

results, etc.) 

Q2 

Involve the use of a computer or 

electronic devices 

Q3 

Rehabilitation 

type: 

cognitive, 

physical or 

cardio-

pulmonary 

Q4 

Comparison 

between 

rehabilitation 

techniques 

Total Relevance 

Q1.1 Q1.2 Q1.3 Q1.4 Q1.5 Q2.1 Q2.2 Q2.3 Q2.4 Q2.5 

(English C et al. 2007) 

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 

1 1 3.4 
1 0.4 

(Forn C et al. 2005) 

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 

1 0 2.9 
1 0.9 

(Zhang L et al. 2003) 

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

1 0 2.9 
0.9 1 

(Sugar TG et al. 2007) 

0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

1 0 2.8 
0.8 1 

(Oda K et al. 2009) 

0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 

1 0 2.5 
0.8 0.7 

(Fidopiastis CM et al. 

2010) 

0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1.9 
0.7 0.2 

(Meghdari A et al. 2004) 

0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1.2 
0 0.2 
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The answer to each of the research questions can be found along the following lines. 

 

RQ1: What is the sequence of activities or steps (workflow) involved in a rehabilitation 

therapy (e.g. cognitive, physical or cardio-pulmonary)? 

 

In theory, rehabilitation therapies should follow a set of common steps, from the design to 

the execution, passing through some intermediate phases. For instance, therapists shall 

define the sessions and activities, give instructions to their patients or monitor their activity 

while performing the tasks, among others. 

 

In general, the process of rehabilitation is a reiterative problem-solving activity, which 

includes assessment, goal planning and intervention and evaluation procedures (Lettinga et 

al. 2006). As an example, a therapy designed for post-stroke rehabilitation is described in 

(English et al. 2007). In this case, there is a combination of three rehabilitation activities, that 

is, the five-minute walk test (5MWT), the two-minute walk test (2MWT) and a Berg Balance 

Scale (BBS) exercise. All types (cognitive, physical and cardio-pulmonary) are present in the 

therapy. It is possible to identify a logical workflow in the execution of the tasks: 

 

1. The therapist plans the activities. 

For instance: 

 He finds a corridor and marks positions at 3, 8 and 10m from the start position 

(5MWT) and 1 and 9m from the start position (2MWT) 

 He prepares a stopwatch to record times 

 He prepares the equipment for the BBS: stool, chairs and plinth 

 

2. The therapist gives the instructions to the patients. 

For instance: 

 He asks the patients to walk up and down the walkway, around the cones at each 

end and taking rests if needed 

 

3. The patients prepare for the activities. 

 

4. The therapist monitors patients‟ performance and assist them as needed. 

 

5. The therapist takes some measures. 

For instance: 

 Gait speed measure in 2MWT 

 Functional walking capacity in 5MWT 

 Functional balance in BBS 

 

6. There is a report. 

 

Usually, the aforementioned steps (1-6) conform to the common workflow in any 

rehabilitation therapy as it has been noticed in other studies. However, in few occasions each 

action that is performed by the subject is recorded by software for retrieval, analysis, and 

documentation of the subject‟s performance so that repeated trials for the same person can be 

accessed over time (L. Zhang 2003). Although it would be a desirable situation, this is not 

what it usually occurs in reality. 

 

In general terms, the idea extracted from literature is that rehabilitation therapies involve a 

workflow of activities indeed, but they are highly dependent on the settings of each 

rehabilitation center, the staff, the resources and the grade of involvement of the patient. 
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RQ2: What is the common taxonomy model of different rehabilitation procedures and what 

are the differences among them? 

 

Although it was found that there is usually a workflow of general activities underlying any 

rehabilitation therapy, it did not occur the same regarding the search of a common taxonomy 

for rehabilitation procedures. None of the relevant publications described a specific 

characterization, nomenclature, codification or classification of the tasks involved in a 

rehabilitation procedure although some interesting cross-references were found. 

 

According to Lettinga et al. (2006), the specification of rehabilitation interventions should be 

primarily focused on improvements of the vocabulary used to describe rehabilitation 

including a theory or explanatory model. Wade is the author who has contributed to the 

major number of publications, principally editorials, regarding this issue. He puts special 

emphasis to explain the process of rehabilitation, its goals, and how it is organized (Wade 

2005).  Due to Wade‟s texts, there are two models/theories that should allow a description of 

any rehabilitation process in a reasonably clear manner using a consistent vocabulary: (1) the 

illness model that underlies the World Health Organization‟s International Classification of 

Functioning (WHO ICF) and (2) a model of a rehabilitation procedure. 

 

WHO ICF (WHO 2011b) is a classification of the health components of functioning and 

disability. It can serve as a reference framework and a practical tool to classify and describe 

patient‟s functioning in a more time-effective way. Special attention to this classification will 

be put in Section 5.2.2 Medical Classifications. 

 

The model of a rehabilitation procedure proposed by Wade, attends to three components: 

 

 The processes of rehabilitation: what happens and what resources are needed? 

 The structures needed to undertake for rehabilitation: what actions are needed for 

rehabilitation? 

 The outcomes expected from rehabilitation: what is the goal of the process? 

 

Figure 5 represents these three components. 

 

 
Figure 5. Three axis of Wade's model for a rehabilitation procedure 

 

Eventually, the differences between rehabilitation procedures are in the proper definition of 

each of the components. Nonetheless, before describing any specific rehabilitation 

procedure, it is important to define the specific clinical situation that is being acted upon. In 

addition, to allow others to interpret and use the findings, it is necessary to put the 

rehabilitation in context.  
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Table 5 shows an example of a rehabilitation procedure that has been described using 

Wade‟s model. 

 

Table 5. Description of a rehabilitation procedure using Wade's model 
 

Attribute Value 

Target situation (input) 
Patient disturbance arising from neurological 

damage 

Goal (anticipated outcome) Gait analysis 

Activity (process) 

Combination of the following WHO-ICF 

body functions: 

 b7100 Mobility of a single joint 

 b770 Gait pattern functions 

 … 

2 sessions of 30‟ each. 

Resources (structure) 
Specialized therapist with 2+ years exp. 

Equipment: stool, chairs and plinth 

Context 
Therapist performs BBS test in a dedicated 

room. 

 
Finally, as it was already remarked by Wade, the creation of an adequate system to classify 

and describe the complex interventions that constitute rehabilitation is also a great hindrance 

in contrast to the detailed specification used in pharmacological research and the reasonable 

description available for some surgical interventions (Wade 2005). 

 

RQ3: How do physicians plan or design rehabilitation sessions applied to their patients? 

 

If there is a gap this SLR could not fill, that is the discovery of protocols, steps or 

methodologies used by therapists when it comes to plan and design rehabilitation sessions. In 

principle, there is an enormous diversity of therapeutic procedures and each of them requires 

a unique planning, personalized and adapted to every single patient. But, how is the 

distribution of time slots, equipment and human resources performed? 

 

As Forn says, cognitive rehabilitation is an eclectic process that is dependent on a number of 

variables. This variability makes it necessary to establish a work plan that guides the 

intervention carried out by professionals and also makes it clear what objectives are to be 

achieved, as well as the strategies and tools that must be used to reach them (Forn & Mallol 

2005). The same occurs with other types of rehabilitation. 

 

Forn also talks about the importance of software today and the emergence of multiple 

computer programs. These assets have opened new expectations in the service of 

rehabilitation, as they provide greater diversity to the traditional paper and pencil exercises, 

and, in most cases, are more attractive to both therapists and patients. In either case, there 

was not found a standard way for planning or design, neither it was found any specific 

software specifically created for the intrinsic planning needs of a rehabilitation center. 

 

3.2.10 Findings and Discussion 
 

Only nine publications provided some evidence concerning the initial background question 

on commonalities of rehabilitation sessions and the subsequent foreground research 

questions. In addition, several others containing valuable information for the study were 

located through internal cross-references. 
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The kind of literature found after applying the search string on different journals and 

database engines was quite varied. The search produced more than a thousand results 

containing publications such as experiments, case studies, randomized controlled trials, 

reports on the evaluation, effects or effectiveness or certain therapies, optimization of 

rehabilitation techniques, systematic literature reviews, inventions or predictions among 

others. Many other publications seemed a priori interesting but not available through BTH‟s 

or UPM‟s licenses. 

 

As an example, the search string was applied to Clinical Rehabilitation journal, producing 

six results from which one was marked as potentially relevant and available. The selected 

article (Lettinga et al. 2006) contained information that was taken not only as background 

but also led to discover some interesting publications through its internal references. That is 

the case of Wade's bibliography. Part of it represents the hidden scientific knowledge 

sustaining a formalization of rehabilitation procedures that this thesis needed. To cite some 

publications, (Wade 1998; Whyte & Hart 2003; Wade 2005) are collateral findings derived 

from the results of the search phase. 

 

In general, there were not so many publications about protocols, standards, or methodologies 

regarding the planning of rehabilitation sessions. Thus, a first conclusion on this SLR is that 

apparently, rehabilitation centers have not disclosed their full know-how on these issues to 

the research community yet and no so many researchers have dig in the topic, except Wade. 

Nevertheless, a rising interest in medical rehabilitation research was denoted along the last 

few years. 

 

The overall findings of this SLR were: i) there is a common pattern of steps (workflow) 

involved in a rehabilitation therapy, as it has been deduced from different articles, ii) there is 

a taxonomy underpinning any rehabilitation process and it is sustained in three axes: 

processes, structures and outcomes, iii) there is no common standard protocol for planning 

rehabilitation sessions. In addition, there was not found a special software tool for this 

purpose. 

 

The major validity issues of the study are whether is has been possible to find all existent 

major relevant studies among the vast available literature, whether any possible bias has 

been introduced and whether the full process has been correctly supervised. To address the 

first issue, a transparent and replicable research methodology with a very stringent search 

strategy has been used. Such a structured research methodology is a suitable approach to 

locate the most relevant publications as in any SLR, however an internal threat to validity 

might lie in an incorrect definition of the initial research terms. With respect to the second 

issue there exists one concern, which is, whether the quality assessment criteria might have 

been biased to reflect personal preferences when selecting relevant publications. Due to 

external validity, readers of the SLR must make their own assessment of the appropriateness 

of the quality criteria. Finally, regarding the third issue, only one person authors the SLR but, 

in any case, an external coordinator has supervised the whole process. 

 

Several major conclusions have been derived from this SLR. On one hand, the study reveals 

that planning of rehabilitation therapies is an activity that is highly dependent on multiple 

variables, specially the intrinsic characteristics and disability level of every single patient. 

On the other hand, there is an increasing awareness in the field of clinical rehabilitation that 

the content and theoretical underpinnings of its treatment programs should be explicated and 

mapped out in detail (Lettinga et al. 2006). However, the reality is that the number of 

publications on therapy planning and rehabilitation procedures is quite reduced, which 

denotes certain rejection of the rehabilitation centers to reveal their know-how. Apart from 

literature, there may be much evidence available in the proper rehabilitation centers, 

especially in relation with the planning of rehabilitation sessions. Only, by observing the 

daily routines of physicians and any personal involved in the planning of rehabilitation 
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therapies, it will be enough to denote the many claims about the need of a framework for 

assisting in the planning of rehabilitation sessions.  

 

As a final conclusion, it will be necessary to proceed with an in-depth ethnographic study in 

order to obtain the loose ends that have not been found in this SLR. The following section 

provides further information in this respect. 

3.3 Ethnographic Research at the Guttmann Institute 
 

3.3.1 Identification of the Need for an Ethnographic Research 
 

Ethnography is a research approach taken from sociology, with its roots in anthropology. 

Although it does not have a standard and well-defined meaning, some authors consider it as 

a fieldwork that gives voice to people in their own local context, typically relaying on 

verbatim quotations and a “thick” description of events. The ethnographer adopts a cultural 

lens to interpret observed behavior, ensuring that there is a relevant and meaningful context 

behind (Fetterman 1998). The goal of ethnography is to gather whatever data available to 

throw light on the issues that are the emerging focus of inquiry (Hammersley & Atkinson 

2007). 

 

With respect to software engineering, ethnography was first identified as an important 

method in relation to requirements engineering, thereafter as an important research approach 

for better understanding software processes, organization and testing (Nuseibeh & 

Easterbrook 2000; Rönkkö 2010). 

 

The reduced set of publications on rehabilitation procedures and therapy planning revealed 

by the previous SLR, denoted certain evidence on the rejection of rehabilitation centers to 

publish their know-how. Thus, to complete the initial empirical phase of this Master‟s Thesis 

it is necessary to perform an ethnographic research study to understand (as a software 

engineer) the world around rehabilitation professionals and their interactions. The study will 

be primarily focused on the following issues: 

 

 Explore one of the top reference Spanish and European rehabilitation centers 

 Discover the current needs of rehabilitation professionals 

 Confirm the results extracted from the SLR 

 Find the gap of information on therapy planning and rehabilitation procedures not 

provided by the SLR 

 Elicit a basic list of requirements for a future framework for an intelligent and 

adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies 

 

All the information gathered from the ethnographic work will serve as a valuable input for 

the construction of the framework. 

 

The following sections explain the methodology and techniques used along the study. There 

is also an initial description of the Guttmann Institute, the reference rehabilitation center 

where the study was carried out. 

 

3.3.2 Description of the Guttmann Institute 
 

Founded in 1965, the Guttmann Institute (Guttmann 2011) is a leading hospital in the 

medical treatment, surgery and full rehabilitation of patients with spinal cord injury (SCI), 

acquired brain injury (ABI) or any other serious neurological disability. This institute is 

located in Badalona (Barcelona). 
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The aim of the Guttmann Institute is to provide the best medical and rehabilitation care in a 

comprehensive, continuous and personalized way with the highest professional, scientific 

and technical level. The modern facilities of the center, a team of nearly 400 professionals 

and the experience of having treated more than 14.000 patients, makes the Guttmann 

Institute one of the world‟s most advanced hospitals in the field. Other factors such as an 

interdisciplinary teamwork, a unique healthcare model or the scientific rigor applied in all its 

actions are a mark of distinction of this center of excellence. 

 

The Guttmann Institute is also characterized by its ability to generate new knowledge and to 

be at the forefront of innovation in therapeutic techniques and procedures related to neural-

rehabilitation. The R&D and innovation mission of the center focuses on the development of 

academic, scientific and research aspects in neuroscience along with the application of new 

technologies to improve patient‟s personal autonomy. At the same time, the strategy of the 

center is coupled with the promotion of equal rights and opportunities of people with 

disabilities. 

 

3.3.3 Methodology 
 

The ethnographic research methodology conducted at the Guttmann Institute consisted of a 

set of reunions and guided tours, based on semi-structured interviews. 

 

Generally, qualitative researches interview people to understand their perspectives on a 

scene, to retrieve their experiences from the past, to gain expert insight or information, to 

obtain a description of events that are normally unavailable for observation, among others 

(Lindlof & B. C. Taylor 2002). In general, little structure is imposed and questions are 

usually open-ended.  

 

Between all the possible interview strategies (e.g. in-depth, unstructured, structured, semi-

structured, intensive, collaborative, etc.), in this case, a semi-structured interview was 

selected because of flexibility reasons. This kind of interview requires a guide or script, 

which is an informal grouping of topics and questions, to be asked in several ways to 

different participants. Although there was an initial framework of questions (see Appendix 

A: Semi-Structured Interviews at the Guttmann Institute), they were only partially prepared 

in advance and are afterwards largely improved by the interviewer (Wengraf 2001). On this 

way, fixed issues of the framework were covered and marked as in a checklist and some 

other questions arose at interviewing time. 

 

Ethnographic research took place at Guttmann Institute in the second half of April 2011. 

Sequences of reunions with different professionals of the center were interleaved with 

guided tours and break times. All the interviews followed a top-down approach addressing 

the most generic and abstract questions at the beginning and reaching the most specific 

questions at the end. Information was gathered using basic tools as pen and paper. Questions 

were focused on the following topics: 

 

 General information of the Institute and its practices 

 Rehabilitation therapies 

 Rehabilitation procedures 

 Issues in the REHABILITA project 

 Planning of rehabilitation sessions 

 Requirements elicitation for the construction of a framework for an intelligent and 

adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies 
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The following subsections contain a summary of the flow of the interviews that were 

maintained with different workers of the center and their outcomes. Final outcomes are 

presented at the end. 

 

3.3.4 Interviews 
 

In order to verify the information in an objective manner and from different perspectives, it 

was selected a multidisciplinary group of interviewees composed of professionals that 

ranged from therapists to researchers or even engineers, occupying different job positions 

within the Guttmann‟s Institute.  

 

Several reunions consisting of a set of interviews and based on the template specified in 

Appendix A: Semi-Structured Interviews at the Guttmann Institute took place at the center. 

For flexibility reasons and with views to gain extra relevant information beyond the basic 

questions, the interviews followed a semi-structured pattern. Hence, improvisation was more 

than permitted. 

 

The ultimate goal of these interviews was to extract important information regarding 

rehabilitation procedures and planning of rehabilitation therapies with the intention to fill the 

gap that was not covered by literature. In addition, there was special interest to unveil a 

bunch of unclear concepts behind the REHABILITA project and to gather a list of 

requirements and quality attributes for the construction of the future framework. 

Interview with the research leader 

The first interviewee was Dr. Josep M. Tormor, the director of Guttmann‟s research 

department. This professional is a Doctor in Medicine, expert in several fields such as neural 

plasticity, behavioral neurology, technological and translational research in rehabilitation and 

research methodology. Since 2003 he heads the research department of Neural Rehabilitation 

at Guttmann. In addition, he has an extensive experience in management and project 

management and also counts with teaching experience at undergraduate and postgraduate 

medicine studies in neural rehabilitation. 

 

After introductions, the interview continued with a general description of the Guttmann 

Institute and an explanation of the origins from where the REHABILITA project was born. 

Then, it followed a presentation of the current state of the art of the project and the 

involvement of the institute with several work packages. The interview concluded with a 

summary of goals for the forthcoming years. 

 

The following list summarizes some of the key issues extracted from the interview: 

 

 Objective: to transform ADLs into rehabilitation procedures. 

 Challenge: to model ADLs through the cooperation of clinic hospitals. 

 Current gold standard in rehabilitation: 1:1, one patient per one therapist, high level 

of improvisation when taking decisions. 

 Desired situation: N:1, N patients per one therapist, new rehabilitation context in 

which rehabilitation becomes centered in the patient, self-managed, customizable, 

ubiquitous, distributed, open to new ways of learning, better informed, sustainable, 

with a greater scope and more effective. Here, technology is a great ally (e.g. using 

case-based reasoning techniques). 

 Key concepts:  

o Adaptive alteration patterns. A specific profile of disability normally evolves 

in a determined way. If we provide an adaptive system it would be possible 

to adjust patient‟s therapy. This profile could be constructed from etiologies 

and pathologies. 
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o Encompass all the knowledge in a software system. 

o Fundamental software to be developed: modeling tools to capture all the 

existent knowledge about rehabilitation procedures, therapeutic script editor 

for the definition of all possible strategies involved in a rehabilitation 

procedure, and therapy planner for the configuration of sessions and 

therapies adapted to each patient. 

 

The overall idea extracted from the interview is the necessity of transforming the current 

model of assistance, that is 1:1 towards N:1. Then, it will be possible to free human 

resources dedicated to rehabilitation and rely certain tasks on machines. Here, robots with 

advanced capabilities such as computer-aided moving assistance or monitoring of patient‟s 

performance would play a key role. In addition, it would be interesting to make a study of 

adaptive strategies and thereafter, be able to classify patients according to dysfunctional 

patterns. At the end, the intention is to generate a big source of knowledge that can be 

exploited to improve today‟s rehabilitation. And therefore, the construction of certain 

software tools (e.g. modeling tools, therapeutic script editors based on virtual environments, 

therapy planner, etc.) will be fundamental. 

Interview with a researcher and project coordinator 

The second interviewee was Mrs. Cristina Gómez, a researcher and coordinator of the 

project line focused on modeling of rehabilitation activities (a.k.a. procedures). The objective 

was to contrast literature findings on rehabilitation procedures produced by the SLR. 

 

The interview consisted on a discussion about the taxonomy of rehabilitation procedures and 

a showcase of several maps of intra-activities and scenarios that had been designed in 

cooperation with clinical hospitals during the previous months. 

 

An intra-activity map is a graphical representation of the steps involved in a rehabilitation 

procedure. It can be seen as a workflow of tasks that take place from the preparation of the 

activity until it is completed. Several agents as patients or therapists are normally involved in 

the development. Usually, assistant machines, robots or even patients‟ relatives play a major 

role in the execution of these activities. Along the interview, several of these maps were 

displayed and explained to get a depth understanding of the generic steps involved in a 

rehabilitation procedure. The institute had collected information about the most common 

rehabilitation activities (approximately 70) that take place in clinic centers everyday, which 

were classified according to their type: functional, cognitive and cardio-pulmonary 

rehabilitation. These intra-activities were modeled with Microsoft Visio® tool using a 

business process model notation (BPMN) (see Appendix B: Depiction of Intra-Activity in 

Cognitive Rehabilitation).  

 

A rehabilitation scenario is a full description of tasks involved in a rehabilitation therapy. 

Similarly to UML Use Cases, here, every activity is triggered by a specific action produced 

by an agent that can be a human (e.g. patient, therapist) or a system (e.g. haptic or visual 

systems). There is also a representation of interactions produced between agents and fixed 

entities (e.g. databases, HCE, communications gateway, etc.). As it happens with intra-

activity maps, these scenarios follow a BPMN notation (see Appendix C: Depiction of 

Scenario in Functional Rehabilitation). 

 

The interviewed concluded after a discussion on the maps and their application for the 

construction of the intended software tools. 

Interview with an engineer 

The second interview was held with Mr. Alejandro García, an assistant engineer of the 

research department. This professional is a PhD student in Artificial Intelligence, besides he 
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is an expert in artificial and business intelligence techniques applied to medical rehabilitation 

(e.g. data mining or knowledge discovery in databases (KDD)) and other techniques to 

generate evidence from clinical practice. 

 

The interview was focused on a parallel project line in the REHABILITA project: the 

therapeutic script editor. This component was conceived to provide a graphical 

representation of ADLs using multiple-choice interactive video-adventures. Its purpose is to 

make the patient recover lost capabilities that he/she used to have prior the appearance of a 

cognitive disability. An example of an ADL interactive video-adventure, where the patient 

had to go to the bakery and buy some bread, was presented. Through several stages, the 

patient had to select between the possibilities that appeared on the screen. Every decision 

was determinant and triggered a new action for the following view of the scenario. Beneath 

it, there was a complex map of triggers and actions. In case the patient committed certain 

fails or mistakes, support hints were displayed. 

 

Afterwards, the interview flow was moved to a general discussion about the high complexity 

involved in the development of this kind of scenarios. Some decision route maps were also 

visualized. 

Interview with the main therapist 

The last interviewee was Dr. Josep Medina, who is the head of the functional rehabilitation 

unit and also the main responsible for planning sessions and therapies for incoming patients. 

This professional is a Doctor in Psychology and Bachelor in Physiotherapy, besides, he is an 

expert on functional rehabilitation, technologies applied to physical rehabilitation or 

empowerment of patients‟ autonomy, among others. 

 

The interview started with a guided tour around the installations of the Guttmann Institute. It 

was possible to see how patients were prepared for rehabilitation sessions, how caregivers 

and occupational therapists assisted them during the tasks and how the monitoring process 

was. Most of these patients suffered from diseases affecting the central nervous system and 

with multiple disabilities, particularly traumatic brain injury (TBI). 

 

Afterwards, there was a demonstration of robots and software tools used in the institute. The 

interview was based on questions related with the actual planning and design techniques for 

rehabilitation sessions and therapies conducted in the place. 

 

Some of the most advanced installations and technologies used in the institute have been 

listed below: 

 

 Functional rehabilitation area with robotic systems for assisted gait training and hand 

rehabilitation 

 Laboratory of analysis of movement kinematics 

 Laboratory of brain stimulation with a „Brainsight‟ system for frameless stereotactic 

guidance 

 Laboratory of Neurophysiology with a multichannel EMG surface system called 

Synergy®. from Medelec® (10 channels), Biopac® amplifier for biomedical signals, 

Grass® electrical stimulator, CHEPS® and transcranial magnetic stimulator (TMS) 

„Magstim super quick‟ 

 Laboratory of neural-psychological rehabilitation 

 Computerized health record system 

 Data processing and information management unit  

 

Finally, there was a round of requirements elicitation for the construction of the first high-

level software architecture design for the Knowledge Management Platform in the 
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REHABILITA project, which will turn into the framework later presented in this Master‟s 

Thesis. 

 

The goal of this interview was to fill the gap that was not possible to cover after the 

completion of the SLR. However, a major finding extracted after all, is the lack of a standard 

methodology to plan and adapt rehabilitation sessions. When it comes to design 

rehabilitation plans for a new incoming patient, experience is the only key factor that 

determines the decisions of the therapist. Unless there are future advances in technology (e.g. 

decision support systems based on solid scientific evidence) planning of rehabilitation 

therapies will continue being highly dependent on human experts. 

 

3.3.5 Outcomes 

The following outcomes are products and byproducts derived from the ethnographic work. 

The information contained in this subsection has been produced after the analysis of the all 

the data extracted along the semi-structured interviews. 

Logical organization of concepts 

To gain a better understanding of the terms used in medical rehabilitation, it is necessary to 

make a logical classification on the concepts observed during the daily practice of 

rehabilitation professionals.  

 

ActivityTask

SessionActivity

TherapySession







 

 

There exists a hierarchy of entities as it is shown in Figure 6. The most abstract one is the 

rehabilitation therapy. A therapy can be defined as “remedial treatment of mental or bodily 

disorder” (NIH 2011a). In general terms, it is the treatment a patient receives after an injury, 

accident or illness that provoke the loss of certain capabilities. It involves the supervision of 

expert professionals (e.g. therapists or occupational therapists), during a period of time, until 

the patient recovers part of the whole capabilities that were lost. Generally, a rehabilitation 

therapy is composed of several rehabilitation sessions. A session is a space of time occupied 

by a variable number of rehabilitation activities. A rehabilitation therapist, who may later 

supervise and monitor the activities performed by patients, plans each session. Finally, an 

activity is a composition of rehabilitation tasks. These tasks can be carried out by patients 

individually, assisted (e.g. by robots) or supervised. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Logical organization of rehabilitation concepts 
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Figure 7 depicts an example of a cognitive rehabilitation therapy in which two sessions have 

been planned in subsequent days for Patient 555. During the first session, the patient is 

supposed to perform some aphasia rehabilitation activities with views to improve. Two 

planned tasks: verbal comprehension and verbal expression are the exercises intended to help 

the patient restore lost capabilities. During the second session, the patient will be focused on 

the execution of mathematical activities implying the resolution of several basic calculus 

problems. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Example of a cognitive rehabilitation therapy 

Taxonomy of rehabilitation procedures 
Figure 8 is a representation of a generic set of steps involved in any rehabilitation intra-

activity. Intra-activities can be seen as rehabilitation procedures that can be modeled by a 

workflow of elements. Here, every activity is a composition of tasks to be performed by a 

specific patient. A full activity has a starting and end point. Within, there is a flow of tasks 

that are sequentially triggered under certain conditions. The actors involved in the whole 

procedure are both the patients and the rehabilitation professionals. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Taxonomy of a rehabilitation activity (a.k.a. rehabilitation procedure) 
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Requirements for the construction of a new framework based on knowledge 

One of the goals of this Master‟s Thesis is to design a high-level software architecture for an 

intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies, identifying its main elements 

and their interactions.  

 

The set of semi-structured interviews conducted at the Guttmann Institute along with internal 

documentation of the REHABILITA project made possible to extract a basic set of 

requirements for the construction of the framework for an intelligent and adaptive planning 

of rehabilitation therapies, which have been listed below. 

 

The framework will be materialized on a Knowledge Management Platform that will 

consist of the following components: 

 

 Therapeutic Scripts Editor. This component is intended to be a tool for the 

definition, design and formalization of therapeutic interventions. In addition, the tool 

shall have a minimal level of embedded intelligence to permit the automatic 

identification of therapeutic hypotheses based on a body of knowledge that will be 

generated and feed backed along the time. The therapist will be the principal user of 

this tool, who will be able to design new rehabilitation activities. Further 

requirements are described below. 

 

Specific Functional requirements for the Therapeutic Scripts Editor: 

 

 A rehabilitation activity shall be composed of the following elements: 

o Scenario. Set of scenes that take place within the same physical 

space, that is, those scenes in which the patient is placed within a 

virtual environment. 

o Scenes. Set of trajectories that must occur to achieve a specific 

objective. 

o Trajectories. Pathways triggered by certain actions in response to 

specific stimulus. 

o Actions. Represent the expected response of a patient against 

specific stimulus. 

o Stimulus. Information that leads the patient to a potential critical 

point in a virtual environment and that is solved by the execution of 

an action. 

 

 Different trajectories shall be grouped into frames. 

 

 A frame is a set of trajectories that can be sequentially ordered or executed in 

parallel with views to attain a particular goal. The shall be three kind of 

frames: 

o First generation frames. They discretize the sample trajectories 

space. This space is random and infinite, therefore uncontrollable. 

o Second generation frames. All the variations that can be considered 

by the therapist (e.g. inserting text, different trajectories, 

configurable items, etc.). Here, trajectories are pathological; 

therefore, the frames have clinical knowledge associated to them. 

The therapist identifies different trajectories that can be followed by 

the patient, according to the pathological behavior that can be 

acquired by him/her when performing an activity. 

o Third generation frames. They incorporate therapeutic hypothesis to 

accompany the patient along the session. These hypotheses are 
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defined interactions that can be automatically programmed and 

executed, determining the presentation of certain stimuli. 

 

 There shall exist a virtual therapist who will accompany and guide the patient 

during the execution of rehabilitation activities. 

 

 The patient shall receive timely feedback, which will be tailored to his/her 

personal clinical set of pathologies, so that he/she can be guided towards the 

correct execution of the activities. 

 

 Therapeutic Procedures Editor. This component is intended to be a tool for the 

design and modeling of rehabilitation procedures. It will take the total catalogue of 

66 intra-activity maps, which are already defined and available, as a predefined 

repository of rehabilitation procedures (see an example in Appendix B: Depiction of 

Intra-Activity in Cognitive Rehabilitation). In addition, it shall allow specialists 

define new maps or modify the existing ones based on their criteria or the 

application of knowledge extracted from the platform. Therefore, the editor shall be 

an interactive and easy-to-use graphical tool that abstracts the specialists of any 

BPMN notation. Further requirements are described below. 

 

Specific Functional requirements for the Therapeutic Procedures Editor: 

 

 The tool shall be compatible with already defined Inter-Activity Maps. 

o An Inter-Activity Map is the full catalogue of all the intra-activities 

(a.k.a. procedures) that have been classified in tasks and subtasks for 

each of the rehabilitation areas (i.e. functional, cognitive and cardio-

respiratory) 

 The tool shall be compatible with already defined Intra-Activity Maps. 

o An Intra-Activity Map is a description of each of the possible 66 

activities, which counts with specific information of the activity 

(e.g. general description, characteristics of the patient, responsible 

therapist, objectives, material resources, measurement instruments, 

etc.). 

 

 Therapy Planner. This component is intended to be a tool for the prescription of 

rehabilitation activities (a.k.a. rehabilitation procedures), which will be patterned 

over time and adapted to the dysfunction profile of each patient. Further 

requirements are described below.  

 

Specific Functional requirements for the Therapy Planner: 

 

 The tool shall be integrated in the general Knowledge Management Platform 

as the other two aforementioned components  

 The tool shall have access to the entire catalog of therapeutic procedures and 

therapeutic scripts 

 The tool shall have access to clinical and demographical information of each 

patient 

 The tool shall be fed with the central body of knowledge of the platform and 

revert any value-added information to it 

 The administration of roles, permissions and access of potential users of the 

tool will be made through an external component 

 The tool shall consist on a web-based system that runs on any browser, 

independently the operating system or kind of machine or electronic device 

where it is executed 
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Functional requirements of the Knowledge Management Platform: 

 

 The administration of roles, permissions and access of potential users of the tool will 

be made through an external component 

 

Non-functional requirements of the Knowledge Management Platform: 

 

 Interoperability: All the components of the platform shall be interoperable by means 

of providing comprehensive application programming interfaces (APIs), allowing 

the development of external software tools that communicate with them 

 Availability: The platform shall be available 90% of the time to allowed users at any 

time, assuming the network is up 

 Security: The platform shall be secured to avoid undesired accesses and/or filtering 

of information and report any event that takes places during its use 

 Accessibility: The platform shall be accessible from any device deployed in the 

rehabilitation environment, which can vary from personal computers, portable 

devices, robots with integrated screens and internet connection or embedded 

computers in rehabilitation machines 

 Usability: The platform shall be an interactive application, easy-to-use and 

compatible with touch-screen devices 

 Reliability: The platform shall present reliable information about patients, 

therapeutic procedures and therapeutic scripts stored in central databases without 

possibilities of confusion 

 

Other external requirements for the Knowledge Management Platform: 

 

 The platform shall be adapted to input/output information to/from electronic health 

records following the standard taxonomy of the specific center where it is deployed 

 Technological resources shall be interoperable and provide comprehensive APIs for 

the extraction of information generated during their use  

 

Dependencies of components within the Knowledge Management Platform: 

 

 There shall be communication links established between the Therapy Planner and 

the other two components (i.e. therapeutic scripts editor and therapeutic procedures 

editor) 

 

Desired standards to be used along the Knowledge Management Platform: 

 

 The platform and all the integrated components shall be compliant to the general 

principles of health interoperability and make use of the latest standards in Health 

Informatics (i.e. HL7, SNOMED CT, WHO ICF, etc.). A deep study on this issue 

can be found in Section 5.2 “Standards for e-Health Applications”. 
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4 STATE OF THE ART OF LEARNING TECHNIQUES 

AND ADAPTIVE THERAPIES IN REHABILITATION 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

This study is a report on the state of the art of learning techniques and adaptive therapies in 

rehabilitation. The key aspect is the identification of concepts from Computer Science and 

Artificial Intelligence worlds that have been applied to Medical Rehabilitation. Special 

attention is put on the discovery of software technologies, methods and systems that have 

been already tested or implemented with real patients. 

 

The ultimate intention is to gather ideas that can serve an inspiration for the design of a 

framework for an intelligent an adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies.  

4.2 Adaptive Therapies in Cognitive Rehabilitation 
 

4.2.1 Adaptive Mechanisms in Cognitive Rehabilitation 
 

During the last years, many software applications have been developed to provide assistance 

to individuals with cognitive disabilities, allowing them to perform daily tasks in their usual 

environment. There are also many studies showing the proven benefits of these applications, 

which can reduce the dependence of individuals when performing the daily tasks. What is 

more, lately, external assistance of therapists is less needed. Consequently, these software 

tools for support are becoming powerful rehabilitation tools. 

 

The following subsections contain some examples of this kind of applications applied in 

cognitive rehabilitation. Special attention is put on those that provide some feedback to the 

patients in form of hints, reminders, warnings, etc. and which take into account their 

behavior, preferences, changes in habits or needs, etc. The reason to be focused on these 

particular characteristics is because this type of feedback represents an adaptive form of 

rehabilitation. In addition, the study is focused on those applications that have been designed 

to provide assistance on the planning and adaptation of therapies to the individual needs and 

characteristics of the patients. 

 

The selected applications have been grouped according to their nature: applications for 

memory compensation, applications for compensation of planning and problem solving, 

applications for compensation of sensory processing and applications for social integration 

problems. 

 

4.2.2 Applications for Memory Compensation 
 

The aim of these applications is to provide reminders to disable patients who suffer from 

memory loss problems so that they do not forget to perform the common tasks in their daily 

lives. 

 

ProthesisWare (Chute & Bliss 1994) is an application that was developed for training and 

neurophysiological monitoring. It is able to monitor the patient, provide clues and reminders 

(through images of his/her own executing the required task) and to provide the agenda of 

tasks to be performed. However, the adaptation of the application to the characteristics of 
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each patient hast to be performed by a technician with enough knowledge of object-oriented 

programming. This adjustment process is done iteratively taking into account the strengths 

and weaknesses of the patient respect to his/her functional capabilities. The Institute for 

Cognitive Prosthetics (Cole et al. 1988; Cole et al. 2000) has adopted the same approach to 

customize this kind of applications to the specific needs of the patient. Besides, it has been 

quite proactive in the personalization of software applications for remote rehabilitation (Cole 

1999; Cole et al. 2000). 

 

Autominder (Rudary et al. 2004) is another application with a sophisticated mechanism for 

generating reminders, which is based on artificial intelligence techniques. This application is 

able to maintain an accurate and updated model of the daily agenda of activities of the 

patient, so that it can be modified according to any delay or advance in planned activities. 

Figure 9 shows Autominder‟s architecture, which consists of three modules: 

 

 
Figure 9. Autominder's architecture. Source: Rudary et al. (2004) 

 

 Plans manager: is responsible for keeping the daily agenda and detecting possible 

conflicts. It uses an engine for the resolution of temporal restriction problems. 

 

 Client modeler: is responsible for monitoring patient‟s activity through sensors 

placed at his/her home and drawing conclusions about the activities it believes that 

the user is doing at any time. For this purpose, this module relies on Bayesian 

inference techniques. 

 

 Intelligent reminder generator: having received the information fed by the other 

two modules, it decides what reminders shall be sent to the patient at any time. It 

uses reinforcement learning techniques to induce a function that return specific 

reminders. The adoption of these techniques provides the system a high degree of 

adaptability to changes in habits, needs or preferences of the patient. 

 

Several studies have shown that the use of this kind of applications for memory 

compensation helps to reduce the need of reminders from the therapist. One of them was 

written by Flannery & Rice (1997). 
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4.2.3 Applications for the Compensation of Planning and Solving 

Problems 
 

The purpose of these applications is to provide a plan or a sequence of actions to carry out a 

task or to solve a problem. In addition, they provide assistance on how to perform each of the 

actions of the plan. These applications tend to be targeted towards patients with more severe 

disability problems the ones of the applications for memory compensation. Sometimes, these 

applications also provide services for memory compensation. 

 

COGORTH (COGnitive ORTHotic) (Levine & Kirsch 1985) is a programming language 

specifically designed for the specification of tasks which steps are represented by messages 

in form of text, video, audio signals or visual cues. Furthermore, COGORTH supports 

programming of instructional modules, which can be ordered to track patient‟s behavior with 

views to detect errors. It also provides assistance on error corrections or emergency 

resolution when needed. These instructional modules require the patient to report every 

action through a keyboard, so that, if the input is incorrect or takes too long, COGORTH will 

act proactively providing the assistance that it considers it is needed. COGORTH has been 

successfully used with very different patients, having a wide range of cognitive disabilities. 

 

When it comes to track patient‟s actions, a system has to be flexible enough to admit 

different valid sequence of actions for different tasks. PEAT and COAH are systems that 

were developed taking this requirement in mind. 

 

PEAT (The Planning and Execution Assistant and Training System) (Levinson 1997) is an 

application that uses automated planning techniques based on artificial intelligence in order 

to generate plans for daily activities. On one hand, the application provides user support 

though visual and audio cues at execution time; on the other hand, patient has to inform the 

system each time he/she completes an action, or whether he/she needs more time. 

 

Mihailidis et al. developed COACH (Cognitive Orthosis for Assisting Activities in the 

Home) (Mihailidis et al. 2001) to help patients with severe dementia to wash their hands 

with less dependence on a caregiver. COACH uses a camera and a neural network to 

recognize actions taken by the patient. In addition, this system is able to automatically adapt 

the guiding strategy in accordance with patient‟s preferences and his/her history of actions 

(through hints). 

 

As it happens with some systems for memory compensation, in systems that need extra 

compensation for the execution of the tasks as in (Friedman et al. 1991; Vanderheiden 1998) 

the adaptation for every single patient and end-user has to be done at design time, which 

raises development costs and requires a high level of knowledge to undertake such 

adaptation. 

 

There exist several studies (Steele et al. 1989; Napper & Narayan 1994) that have shown the 

efficacy of this applications to improve the efficiency of disable people with severe aphasia 

or brain injuries on the execution of certain tasks of daily living (e.g. preparing a meal using 

a recipe or having a shave). It has also been proved a reduction on the number of 

interventions that a caregiver has to provide to the patient. 

 

4.2.4 Applications for Compensation of Sensory Processing 
 

Some cognitive disabilities have to do with the brain‟s inability to adequately process and 

integrate sensory information. Among these disabilities, it has been put a special effort on 

the development of applications for dyslexics. As an example, the development of software 

wizards that can read certain words that the patient is not able to recognize by him/herself 
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has taken quite relevance. The benefits provided by such systems have been shown by 

different studies (Espin & Sindelar 1988; Lundberg 2007). 

 

4.2.5 Applications for Social Integration Problems 
 

Some social integration problems result from the existence of physical or cognitive 

disabilities. Therefore, these problems can be partially mitigated thanks to the use of certain 

applications that minimize the impact of physical and cognitive impairment in the 

relationships. 

 

An important advance on this field is the development of robots that facilitate the social 

integration of people with autism. As explained in (Dautenhahn & Werry 2004), the 

possibility that a robot adapts its behavior in response to the knowledge of the patient and a 

predetermined program of activities, will contribute to achieve better results in the 

treatments. 

 

4.2.6 New Trends in the Development of Applications for Cognitive 

Rehabilitation 
 

The use of virtual reality and tele-rehabilitation generates even a higher motivation on the 

development of applications that can be automatically adapted to the behavior and needs of 

particular patients. 

 

In the case of virtual reality-based applications (Rizzo & Buckwalter 1997; Schulteis et al. 

2002; Morganti 2004), it is possible to simulate ADLs so that the patient tests his/her 

cognitive abilities without taking any risk. While the patient is performing the tasks, the 

system can automatically select the situations and provide cues, as it deems appropriate, to 

guide him/her towards the achievement of the pre-established therapeutic goals. 

 

Regarding tele-rehabilitation with intelligent adaptive capacities, the work of Man et al. 

(2003) presents an expert system behind a web application for memory compensation. 

4.3 Adaptive Therapies in Functional Rehabilitation 
 

4.3.1 Adaptive Mechanisms in Functional Rehabilitation 
 

Functional (a.k.a. physical) rehabilitation shares many goals and procedures with cognitive 

rehabilitation, except that functional is focused on the mechanical execution of movements. 

Here, adaptive techniques are intended to monitor patient‟s performance, provide assistance 

and guidance about the rehabilitation activities and tasks, give feedback to both patient and 

therapist about the movements that are being performed or even provide some correction 

mechanisms. 

 

However, the trend is that rehabilitation-aided systems are becoming predominantly based 

on software solutions or, more commonly, based on mechanical devices that are not longer 

exclusively hardware-configurable machines set up by the therapists according to their own 

experiences and heuristics. Thus, new systems count with the capacity to automatically adapt 

their settings to the characteristics of each patient disregarding the stage of the rehabilitation 

therapy. 
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It should be noted that functional rehabilitation cannot be regarded as a mere implementation 

of repetitive motor activities, but that it is itself a process of acquisition of skills or motor 

learning (Casadio et al. 2009), with all that it entails. 

 

The adaptation of functional rehabilitation systems can be performed at different levels: 

 

 In its simple approach, the adaptation of the system is simply a preset process to 

calibrate the robotic elements for security reasons. More than an adaptation, it would 

be an auto-configuration with a greater or lesser level of intelligence. 

 

 The most common adaptive mechanism is to provide an adaptive control of 

activities, so that a system configures itself at run time, depending on the particular 

patient‟s characteristics and capabilities that are being achieved so far, and along 

with the objectives of the activity. This control mechanism may be more or less 

elaborated and complex, but it is the more widespread. 

 

 The most complex adaptive mechanism is that one able to automatically change the 

patient‟s rehabilitation plan (with or without supervision) and based on performance 

or errors detected by the system itself when monitoring the patient. This level of 

adaptation is more common in cognitive rehabilitation procedures as it has been 

mentioned earlier, still rare in functional rehabilitation though. Nevertheless, it has 

been recently reconsidered as an interesting option for tele-rehabilitation procedures. 

 

Therefore, an efficient adaptation mechanism should be accompanied by certain learning 

procedures (Fukuda et al. 1991) that allow the system recognize and plan the actions. 

Adaptation strategies are responsible for adjusting the control rules according to the state of 

the dynamic learning process and the knowledge base that is available about the patient and 

the rehabilitation procedures. 

 

The following subsections contain a review of the most prominent approaches for the 

automatic adaptation of therapies in functional rehabilitation, with special emphasis on 

techniques and technologies used in each case. 

 

4.3.2 Review of Approaches on the Application of Adaptive Therapies 

in Functional Rehabilitation 
 

As mentioned before, the most common approach for the adaptation of functional 

rehabilitation therapies is the adaptive control of the therapy depending on the patient and 

the rehabilitation phase. This implies that the design of the rehabilitation plan is 

responsibility of the therapist or any other decision supporting system, and the fact that any 

adaptation cannot be carried beyond the limits that have been preset. 

 

When it comes to adaptation in functional rehabilitation, the major differences between 

approaches lie mainly in the techniques used to perform such adaptation and the technology 

that underpins the approach, apart from the particularities that lead to the specific adaptation 

goals. 

 

The adaptation mechanism is often based on one or more control strategies, so that the most 

common adaptation technique is the use of automatic controllers, based in diverse 

technologies rather than on the type of rehabilitation therapy or the part of the body that is to 

be rehabilitated. 

 

Thus, for example, it is common to find systems that use feedback controllers (close-loop 

controllers) for adaptation. Balasubramanian et al. (2007) make use of a feedback control 
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system for upper limb neural-rehabilitation. Technologically, these systems make use of a 

robotic exoskeleton with pneumatic actuators, which is managed by the controller to produce 

an intelligent adaptation to the particular conditions of the patient. 

 

This approach has also been implemented in RUPERT (Sugar et al. 2007), a system that is 

focused on post-stroke rehabilitation of upper limb extremities with a wearable robotic 

exoskeleton. The controller designed in RUPERT is able to be adapted to each patient‟s 

progression intelligently, but always under the supervision of the therapist, who may decide 

to adjust the parameters of the system according their own criteria, despite this selection 

doesn‟t match the system‟s. 

 

The use of feedback controllers for this type of rehabilitation and in this area is not new. In 

fact, Davoodi and Andrews (Davoodi & Andrews 1998) already proposed a system that 

made use of a self-adaptive fuzzy controller with feedback (close-loop self-adaptive fuzzy 

logic controller), based on reinforcement learning and more than ten years ago. The objective 

was to minimize the force and terminal velocity that knee and hip have to bear in paraplegia 

rehabilitation exercises. In this case, the efficiency of utilization of the control strategy was 

maximized and the safety of the patient was ensured thanks to some knowledge-based 

heuristic rules that were inserted a priori. In fact, this system could be classified close to the 

type of those pre-therapy self-calibrating systems regarding its adaptive capacities. 

 

The option followed by Davoodi and Andrews of using a fuzzy controller is one of the most 

common in this kind of systems for therapy adjusting. However, the use of accurate 

quantifications (crisp) for adjusting the tension forces or highly variable forces, which are 

highly dependent on numerous factors, can be extremely forced and arbitrary. 

 

In that sense, Wei et al. (Ruihua et al. 2008) used a control strategy for the evolution of 

RUPERT (RUPERT IV) that combines a PID controller with feedback and an iterative 

learning controller with fuzzy rules to measure the performance of rehabilitation. 

 

Xu and Song (Xu & Song 2008) also used fuzzy adaptive algorithms to model a control 

strategy for therapy adaptation, based on the classic impedance control. In this approach, 

depending on the physical and / or physiological conditions of the patient and the 

rehabilitation phase, the fuzzy adaptive algorithm automatically controls the parameters and 

the strength of the robotic element with views to optimize the performance of the therapy. 

 

It is also worth to mention the inverse dynamic model to generate trajectories for training 

and gait recovery proposed by Yang et al. (Yin et al. 2009). Here, the model is also based on 

a fuzzy adaptive algorithm adapted to the patient through a robotic exoskeleton. 

 

The use of fuzzy controllers has also been applied to web-based rehabilitation systems. This 

has been a common fairly approach followed by several authors (Matsuoka & Miller 1999; 

Sakaki et al. 1999), from which it is possible to highlight the work of Bradley et al. (Bradley 

et al. 2004). In this case, they employ an exoskeleton that is adaptive and configurable, based 

on fuzzy rules for the rehabilitation of lower extremities. 

 

Nevertheless, functional rehabilitation systems for adaptive therapies do not need to be 

necessarily implemented using fuzzy controllers. An example of a system with alternative 

control algorithms is GT-I (Hussein et al. 2009), which uses control algorithms with learning 

strategies about human motricity to assist patients in motor activities. Here, the adaptation is 

done according to patient‟s performance on the activities. Perhaps, the most interesting 

feature of this approach is that the authors conducted a modeling of the patient from the 

point of view of his/her motor skills (physical) for adjusting the therapy. 
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Moreover, in relation to patients with cerebrovascular diseases affecting the mobility of 

upper extremities, the ARM Guide system (Kahn et al. 2004) uses an adaptive algorithm that 

configures the amount of assistance needed when they perform a guiding force-training task. 

 

Wolbrecht et al. (Wolbrecht et al. 2008) indicate that the key of success in motor re-learning 

and neural rehabilitation with robot controllers lies on the mechanical support, the ability to 

assist patients in completing the desired movements and to provide the minimum possible 

assistance. These authors propose a standard adaptive controller that learns in real time a 

model of the skills and efforts made by the patient to adapt to it. Just by the fact of 

introducing such „opportunistic assistance‟ (help only when it is strictly necessary and as 

little as possible, providing more assistance when errors are more frequent or severe), the 

efficiency results in motor rehabilitation increase significantly. 

 

Wolbrecht work is somehow related to some previous studies (Erol et al. 2005; Riener et al. 

2005). In particular, the work of Riener et al. provides an interesting concept: rehabilitation 

techniques that are „cooperative with the patient‟. Here, the system takes into account the 

interventions of the patient and any voluntary movement rather than imposing any 

predefined or inflexible strategy (the authors work in gait re-education systems). 

 

Through such cooperative strategies (methods of impedance control, adaptive control 

methods to adjust the path of the walk and biofeedback to inform patients about their effort) 

the hypothesis sustained by the authors is that these strategies improve the performance of 

classic strategies. 

 

Beyond controllers, certain technologies applied to facilitate the automatic adaptation and 

personalized treatment, are becoming more and more widespread. An example is virtual 

reality applied to medical rehabilitation. This technology has qualities that appear to be quite 

promising in this area (Rizzo & Kim 2005): feedback of patient‟s performance in real time, 

ability to provide clues to encourage learning error-free, etc. 

 

Holden et al. (Holden et al. 2003) perform assisted tele-rehabilitation based on virtual reality, 

videoconferencing systems and electromagnetic devices for motion capture. To provide an 

adaptation of patient‟s therapy, they make use of imitation learning techniques and scoring 

algorithms that compare the movements of the patient with the ones of the virtual assistant to 

deduce patient‟s performance. 

 

The virtual environment of the system also feeds the patient with useful information during 

the rehabilitation session, indicating any possible mistake. In parallel, this information is 

provided to the therapist. Then, the therapist carries out the adaptation of the treatment plan 

remotely. 

 

Other approaches to tele-rehabilitation could be those of Burdea et al. (Burdea et al. 2000; 

Popescu et al. 2000), who develop a system based on virtual tele-rehabilitation focused on 

virtual environments for hand rehabilitation using force feedback, which has been proven 

with orthopedic patients. Similarly, Reinkensmeyer et al. (David J Reinkensmeyer et al. 

2002) have developed a tele-rehabilitation system that is freely accessible to the patient, with 

which he/she can practice simple movements through a sort of joystick adapted to force 

feedback. 

 

Also based on virtual reality, Jensen and Foulds (Jensen & Foulds 2007) employ a 

conventional video game platform for interactive and adaptive rehabilitation of the upper 

extremities. Here, the advantage of this approach is that the technology is relatively 

accessible from the economic point of view, as what is more, it is very attractive and 

motivating for the patient. 
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Finally, some other approaches are based on mathematical techniques for calculating and 

implementing adaptation of therapies to the patient. For example, Casadio et al. (2009) used 

some dynamic mathematical models based on expectation-maximization algorithms to model 

the patient‟s recovery process and find the optimal strategies to regulate assistance and 

maximize the rehabilitation. Besides, Masia et al. (2009) used the same physical-

mathematical model to evaluate the movement performed by the patient in contrast to the 

expected one. To this end, they employ a robotic exoskeleton for the wrist and haptic devices 

controlled by the aforementioned adaptive mathematical models. The result is a 

maximization of the complexity of the tasks while patient‟s dependency on the robot is 

minimized to accomplish the tasks. 

4.4 Adaptive Therapies in Cardio-Pulmonary 

Rehabilitation 
 

4.4.1 Adaptive Mechanisms in Cardio-Pulmonary Rehabilitation 
 

Unlike cognitive and functional rehabilitation, which count with multiple systems regarding 

adaptive assistance and support, cardio-pulmonary rehabilitation is quite deficient in this 

type of technologies. Most of the learning techniques applied in this field are expert systems 

or, in general, decision support systems for therapy planning. 

 

In terms of technological approach, the devices used in this type of rehabilitation tend to be 

portable or „wearable‟, although they are often more oriented to patient‟s monitoring or 

drugs provision rather than on rehabilitation itself. 

 

The following subsection shows the most significant initiatives in this area, being the 

analysis exclusively restricted on the adaptation of therapies in cardio-pulmonary 

rehabilitation and beyond the simple efforts to educate patients on this kind of diseases 

(Beranova & Sykes 2007). 

 

4.4.2 Review of Approaches on the Application of Adaptive Therapies 

in Cardio-Respiratory Rehabilitation 
 

As discussed above, the aim of many of the systems designed for cardio-respiratory 

rehabilitation is oriented to the supervision or monitoring of the patient. The classic portable 

system in cardiovascular medicine records a continuous heart rate measurement of the 

patient throughout their daily routines, providing realistic reporting and alerting any 

arrhythmias or strange frequencies (Binkley 2003). 

 

However, a portable integrated system can go further. It can concentrate rich information of 

different nature and coming from multiple sensors, alerting the user in case of emergency, 

and also provide feedback during supervised rehabilitation or even during daily activities 

(Jovanov et al. 2005). 

 

Among the most interesting systems that truly address the therapy adaptation of the patient, 

beyond the simple monitoring, it is possible to highlight the work of Kang et al. (2005). They 

present a robot assistant, called Clara, which provides motivation and support to patients 

with hearth failure who must perform breathing exercises that are painful but necessary as 

part of their therapy. Its ultimate purpose is to discharge the amount of workload of the 

therapists that use to help this kind of patients during spirometers, a painful, long lasting and 

repetitive exercise. 
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This robot has been designed with special care on the three main axes: social awareness, 

autonomy and lack of tactile input or direct physical manipulation. However, the results of 

its user are really promising, since patients have to repeat the exercises ten times per hour for 

several days, and only the first few times it is necessary to count with human assistance. 

During the remaining times, the work of the robot is crucial, because it will be autonomously 

monitoring and motivating the patient. 

 

The future perception is that this type of robots may be able to perform more complicated 

tasks during rehabilitation, such as detecting erroneous positions of the patients or providing 

assistance in case of emergencies, such as patient falls. However, as it can be seen, Clara 

does not handle too much particular information of each patient, therefore, the interaction is 

little and actually, not personalized. 

 

On the contrary, Lou et al. (2007) address the personalization of the rehabilitation therapy by 

planning the next each activity that has to be performed by a patient. In this case, it is an 

expert system based on a decision support system over a multilayer perceptron with re-

training and feedback. The system adapts the knowledge to suggest the therapist the most 

appropriate activities. 

 

Furthermore, the approximation of Giménez et al. (2006) proposes a control system for 

cardio-rehabilitation that is able to generate a new treatment planning for the next 

rehabilitation session. The elementary source of knowledge in this system is the personal 

information about the patient and a set of results from previous execution of the exercises. 

 

Finally, it is worth to denote device patented by Rom and Yaacov (2010), which is a portable 

system including a learning module and an algorithmic module for learning psychological 

aspects of the patient, with the ultimate goal of providing certain physiological agents to 

him. The learning module is the responsible for implementing the adaptation of the 

algorithm. Although it is suggested to be designed using neural networks, this module is 

open to any other implementation. 

4.5 Conclusions 
 

From the previous study it is possible to conclude that most of the systems that provide an 

adaptive personalization of a rehabilitation therapy at runtime belong to the group of 

cognitive or functional rehabilitation, while the impact of such systems is very low in cardio-

pulmonary rehabilitation. 

 

Regarding cognitive rehabilitation, the adaptation of therapies to the specific characteristics 

of each individual is mainly done at design time. This fact increases development costs and 

requires programming skills that caregivers or therapists are not supposed to have. It would 

be really appropriate that software rehabilitation applications had the automatic mechanisms 

to adapt the systems to the characteristics of the patients. In line with this, it would be 

desirable to have adaptation methodologies that could be put into practice by people with 

little or no technical knowledge of the systems. 

 

Moreover, none of the applications mentioned in this study of the state of the art of learning 

techniques and adaptive therapies in rehabilitation, is able to generate recommendations for 

the therapist regarding possible changes in the general rehabilitation strategy. Then, it is 

more than noticeable the need of some type of meta-application that receives reports from 

other applications (as the ones presented in this study) and later reports some kind of 

recommendations. 
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If such information seems helpful for those therapists who perform on-site daily routines, it 

would be really useful in tele-rehabilitation systems in which therapist and patient do not 

share the same physical space. 

 

However, it is also important to note that current systems for functional rehabilitation are far 

from being a true assistant for the human therapist, beyond the automatic adjustment of 

parameters in robotic components according to the specifications of the patient and his/her 

therapy. 

 

Most of the analyzed systems do not exploit the whole information they usually manage for 

other purposes, for example, to suggest alternative plans to improve the rehabilitation 

process, which could be helpful for the therapist. Neither it is yet enough widespread the 

capacity of the current systems to provide rehabilitation cues to the patient. Otherwise, it 

would be easier to improve patient‟s performance by avoiding mistakes that could be 

automatically detected.  

 

In conclusion, this study has provided a useful overview of the current adaptive systems in 

medical rehabilitation. Some of the technologies, adaptive mechanisms or learning 

techniques seen in these kind of systems have been a source of inspiration for the 

construction of the framework for an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation 

therapies in this Master‟s Thesis. Thanks to this study it has been possible to identify a set of 

relevant components and their interactions, which has been essential for the design of the 

software architecture of the Knowledge Management Platform in the REHABILITA project. 
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5 STUDY OF REFERENCES FOR THE 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FRAMEWORK 

5.1 Introduction 
 

This section contains a comprehensive study of references that can be interesting upon the 

construction of a framework for an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation 

therapies. Special interest has been put in the selection of standards, protocols and 

methodologies in e-Health, Computer Science and Software Engineering. 

 

Part of the material will be used through the design of the framework‟s architecture for the 

Knowledge Management Platform, whereas the rest will help to have an overview of the 

state of the art of concepts for the construction and use of software tools in healthcare. 

5.2 Standards for e-Health Applications 
 

According to Vernon K. Smith et al. e-Health is a term used to describe any health care 

practice supported by electronic processes and communication, including health information 

technology (HIT) and electronic health information exchanges (HIEs) (Smith & Fund 2008). 

In terms of functional scope, Claudia Pagliari conceptualizes e-Health as a broad collection 

of medical informative applications used for facilitating the management and delivery of 

health care. Purported applications include inter-professional communication, distribution of 

health-related information, computer-based support, patient-provider interaction, storage and 

exchange of clinical data and service delivery, education, health service management, health 

communities as well as telemedicine etc. (Pagliari et al. 2005). 

 

E-Health Ontario association considers that e-Health standards are designed to address the 

demand for a more efficient health system that uses data as a resource to improve the 

delivery of health care, increase patient safety, reduce health care costs and streamline public 

health reporting. Without e-Health Standards, interoperability amongst many organizations 

and information systems cannot be achieved (Ontario 2011). 

 

Therefore, it has been seen the importance of this kind of standards when building tools that 

require the interconnection of health care information systems (HISs), an exchange of 

medical data or the interoperability with other tools, among others. This fact will be decisive 

for the construction of the first high-level software architecture design for the Knowledge 

Management Platform in the REHABILITA project, which is the framework presented in 

this Master‟s Thesis. 

 

The following subsections briefly describe some of the standards that have been convenient 

for this Master‟s Thesis and which represent the state of the art of regarding messaging 

exchange and data codification. 

 

5.2.1 Messaging Interoperability 
 

These days we are witnessing a transition period regarding the use of TICs in the healthcare 

environment. If initially the focus was on the design and implementation of purely tele-

medical applications (remote data provision or remote consultation), now the focus is falling 

on information systems and their interoperability. 
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The main problem regarding the existent HISs and health networks nowadays is that they 

have been built up according different architectures and models, so they generally tend to 

differ in many aspects. Therefore, it arises the necessity to have a set of standards that serve 

as a reference for the interfaces between systems, thus facilitating the exchange of 

information through a series of messages and documents with a normalized standard 

structure. 

 

This section gives a description of the most popular standards of interconnectivity used in 

healthcare applications. 

HL7 

Founded in 1987, Health Level Seven International (HL7) is a not-for-profit, ANSI-

accredited standards developing organization dedicated to providing a comprehensive 

framework and related standards for the exchange, integration, sharing, and retrieval of 

electronic health information that supports clinical practice and the management, delivery 

and evaluation of health services. HL7's 2,300+ members include approximately 500 

corporate members who represent more than 90% of the information systems vendors 

serving healthcare (HL7 2011). 

 

HL7 creates standards for the exchange, management, and integration of electronic 

healthcare information for clinical and administrative purposes. HL7 does not develop 

software, but simply provides healthcare organizations with specifications for making their 

systems interoperable. It develops coherent extensible standards using a formal 

methodology. It collaborates with and provides a meeting place for healthcare information 

experts from the healthcare IT industry and healthcare providers to work together and with 

other standards development organizations (Benson 2010). 

 

The name Health Level Seven is derived from the seventh level of the ISO‟s Open Systems 

Interconnect (OSI) model: the application layer, which provides a framework for 

communication between disparate computer systems (see Table 6). The OSI model has seven 

layers; the top three layers are concerned with applications (interworking); the lower four 

layers are concerned with the transmission of data (interconnection). Layer 7 deals with the 

semantics or meaning of what is exchanged. This is why the founders of HL7 chose the 

name Health Level Seven (Benson 2010). 

 

Table 6. Integration of HL7 in the Open Systems Interconnection Model (OSI) 
 

H
O

S
T

 

L
A

Y
E

R
S

    7    APPLICATION HTTP, FTP, Telnet,, SNMP...               HHLL77  

   6    PRESENTATION ASCII, MIDI, MPEG, MP3, JPG,... 

   5    SESSION Named Pipes, sesión TCP... 

M
E

D
IA

 

L
A

Y
E

R
S

 

   4    TRANSPORT TCP, UDP, ATP, NetBEUI... 

   3    NETWORK IP, ICMP, IPX, ArP, NetBEUI... 

   2    DATA LYNK ETHERNET, TOKENG RING, FRAME RELAY, ATM... 

   1    PHYSICAL RS232, 10BASET, ISDN, ADSL,... 

 

HL7 is focused on enhancing interoperability since the last two decades and has published a 

set of standards to facilitate the transfer of information. That is why HL7 is known as not 

only a standard, but also a set of standards. Among them we can find (HL7 2011): 

 

 Version 2.x Messaging Standard. V2 Messages formally published as "Application 

Protocol for Electronic Data Exchange in Healthcare Environments" is an 

interoperability specification for transactions produced and received by computer 

systems. These specifications are published as a collection of chapters that describe 

the transaction interactions by domain. 
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 Version 3 Messaging Standard. V3 Messages is an interoperability specification 

for transactions that are derived from the HL7 V3 Foundation models and 

vocabulary and define communications produced and received by computer systems. 

V3 Messages include the concepts of message wrappers, sequential interactions, and 

model-based message payloads. These specifications are published as a collection of 

topics that describe the transaction interactions by domain. 

 

 Version 3 Rules/GELLO. GELLO is a standard expression language for decision 

support. The syntax of the GELLO language is based on the Object Constraint 

Language (OCL). 

 

 Arden Syntax. Arden is a "rules syntax" specification allowing the 

importation/exportation of rules. 

 

 CCOW / Visual Integration. Visual Integration Messages are an interoperability 

specification for visual integration of applications that allows users to experience an 

integrated computer-user session on the desktop. 

 

 Claims Attachments. Standard Electronic Attachments, either to the claim or other 

healthcare transactions are a means of electronically exchanging additional 

information to augment another healthcare transaction. 

 

 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA® a V3-based standard). The CDA 

Release 2.0 provides an exchange model for clinical documents (such as discharge 

summaries and progress notes). 

 

 Electronic Health Record / Personal Health Record. The HL7 EHR System 

Functional Model provides a reference list of functions that may be present in an 

Electronic Health Record System (EHR-S) 

 

 Structured Product Labeling (a V3-based standard). Product labels that contain 

the authorized published information that accompanies any medicine licensed by a 

medicines licensing authority. 

 

The following is an example of a HL7 message: 
 

MSH|^~\&||^123457^Labs|||201104241530||ORU^R01|12345678 9|P|2.4 

PID|||123456^^^SMH^PI||CASTANO^VICTOR||19871116| 

M|||Blekinge Institute of Technology^Karlskrona^^^SE-371 79 

PV1|||5N|||||G123456^DR SMITH 

OBR|||54321|666777^CULTURE^LN|||20080802||||||||SW^^^FO 

OT^RT|C987654 

   OBX||CE|0^ORG|01|STAU||||||F 

   OBX||CE|500152^AMP|01||||R|||F 

   OBX||CE|500155^SXT|01||||S|||F 

   OBX||CE|500162^CIP|01||||S|||F 
 

This could be rendered as: 
 

Report from Lab123457, 15:30 24-Apr-2011, Ref 123456789 

Patient: VICTOR CASTANO, 

DoB: 16-Nov-1987, M 

Address: Blekinge Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, SE-371 79 

Specimen: Swab, FOOT, Right, Requested By: C987654, 

Location: 5N Patients GP: Dr Smith (G123456) 

Organism: STAU 

Susceptibility: AMP R SXT S CIP S 
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where an abstract syntax is used for the different segments such as the message header 

(MSH), patient identification details (PID), patient visit (PV1), results header (OBR) and 

results detail (OBX). 

ISO/IEEE 11073 

ISO/IEEE 11073 (a.k.a. X73) is a set of standards that specify a nomenclature, an abstract 

data model, a service model, and transport specifications for interoperable medical devices 

(J. Yao & Warren 2005). ISO/IEEE 11073 is promoted by the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) (IEEE 2011b), which is formed by a consortium of 

manufacturers and institutions, and it is, at the same time, adopted as an international 

standard by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (ISO 2011). 

 

The primary goals of the standards are to provide real-time plug-and-play interoperability for 

patient connected medical devices and facilitate the efficient exchange of vital signs and 

medical device data, acquired at the point-of-care, in all health care environments (Cooper 

2002). 

 

ISO/IEEE 11073 is based on several previous works of the European Committee for 

Standardization (CEN). The group of standards covers different levels of the OSI model 

(Galarraga et al. 2006):  

 

 MIB for the lower OSI levels completes the model with services and communication 

protocols for interoperability between medical devices. 

 INTERMED and VITAL for the upper OSI levels. VITAL defines the format for 

the representation of vital signs, while INTERMED establishes the models for 

access to the data. 

 

Layers 1 through 4 of the OSI layer of the ISO/IEEE 11073, were previously covered by the 

IEEE 1073.3.x standard of the old MIB. The same thing happened to the IEEE 1073.4.x 

standard of the old MIB, which was also absorbed into the ISO/IEEE 11073 standard for the 

1st layer (Schleifer 2010). 

 

In the middle part of Figure 10 there is a graphical representation about which standard was 

absorbed for which layer is presented. 

 

 
Figure 10. Mapping OSI model - ISO/IEEE 11073 and evolution. Source: Galarraga 

et al. (2006) 

UNE-EN ISO 13606 

Electronic Health Record (EHR) has been one of the most relevant research topics in 

Telemedicine over the recent two decades (Dinh & Chu 2006). The continuous monitoring 
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of patients and their high mobility convert EHRs in a necessary tool for health systems 

nowadays. In addition, different information systems are obliged to send information 

between them, without losing any meaning and regardless their exact location. To reach this 

point it is necessary to obtain a semantic interoperability between EHRs so that these 

systems are able to exchange and later interpret patient‟s information without any human 

interaction. 

One way to achieve interoperability between EHRs is through the normalization of their 

structure and data types and another is the normalization of the messages exchanged between 

different clinical information systems (CISs).  

 

UNE EN-13606, which was first a Spanish standard directly adopted as a European standard 

(AENOR 2011) has been recently approved as an ISO standard and its full name is UNE-EN 

ISO 13606. Its main aim is to standardize the transference of EHR information (or part of it) 

between different CISs disregarding the implementation details of every system. It is a 

standard focused on communication and a dual model knowledge/information. 

 

5.2.2 Medical Classifications 
 

Unlike in other science specialties as biology or chemistry, medical terminology lacks any 

formal structure and this issue has led to many problems that are now recognized as 

significant risks to patient safety. Although medical concepts such as diseases or abstractions 

are defined using a variety of information levels, any classification system is inevitable in 

healthcare nowadays (Benson 2010). 

 

Diseases are not objects that can be seen or touch, but computers need codes and 

classifications and thanks to them it is possible to have comprehensive medical 

classifications as the ones that will be presented in this subsection. 

SNOMED CT 

SNOMED Clinical Terms® (SNOMED CT®) is a comprehensive clinical terminology that 

provides clinical content and expressivity for clinical documentation and reporting.
It can 

be used to code, retrieve, and analyze clinical data. SNOMED CT resulted from the merge of 

SNOMED Reference Terminology (SNOMED RT) developed by the College of American 

Pathologists (CAP) and Clinical Terms Version 3 (CTV3) developed by the National Health 

Service (NHS) of the United Kingdom. The terminology is comprised of concepts, terms and 

relationships with the objective of precisely representing clinical information across the 

scope of health care (IHTSDO 2009). 

 

The content of SNOMED CT is divided into hierarchies, which include: 

 

• Clinical finding  • Procedure
  • Observable entity 

• Body structure  • Organism   • Substance 

• Specimen  • Special concept • Physical object 

• Physical force  • Event  • Record artifact 

• Staging and scales • Linkage concept • Situation with explicit context  

• Social context
 • Qualifier value • Pharmaceutical/biologic product 

• Environment or geographical location 

 

SNOMED CT is concept-oriented, being a concept a clinical idea, which unique ConceptID 

has been coded. Each concept has a unique fully specified name, which is human-readable 

and is also linked to a set of terms (descriptions), which name it in a human-readable way. 

Furthermore, the terminology is hierarchical organized in three main groups: object 

hierarchies, which mainly comprise concepts which are likely to be qualified; value 

hierarchies, which are mainly concepts which act as values, when qualifying or defining an 
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object concept in a relationship as an object-attribute-value triple; and finally a 

miscellaneous group (Benson 2010). 

 

In January 2009, SNOMED CT ontology contained over 310,000 active concepts, 990,000 

English descriptions, and 1.38 million relationships (IHTSDO 2011). 

WHO ICD 

WHO ICD is the international standard diagnostic classification for all general 

epidemiological, many health management purposes and clinical use. These include the 

analysis of the general health situation of population groups and monitoring of the incidence 

and prevalence of diseases and other health problems in relation to other variables such as 

the characteristics and circumstances of the individuals affected, reimbursement, resource 

allocation, quality and guidelines (WHO 2011a). 

WHO ICD is used to classify diseases and other health problems recorded on many types of 

health and vital records including death certificates and health records. In addition to 

enabling the storage and retrieval of diagnostic information for clinical, epidemiological and 

quality purposes, these records also provide the basis for the compilation of national 

mortality and morbidity statistics by WHO Member States (WHO 2011a). 

WHO ICF 

The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, known more 

commonly as ICF, is a classification of health and health-related domains. These domains 

are classified from body, individual and societal perspectives by means of two lists: a list of 

body functions and structure, and a list of domains of activity and participation. Since an 

individual‟s functioning and disability occurs in a context, the ICF also includes a list of 

environmental factors (WHO 2011b). 

 

The ICF puts the notions of „health‟ and „disability‟ in a new light. It acknowledges that 

every human being can experience a decrement in health and thereby experience some 

degree of disability. Disability is not something that only happens to a minority of humanity. 

The ICF thus „mainstreams‟ the experience of disability and recognizes it as a universal 

human experience. By shifting the focus from cause to impact it places all health conditions 

on an equal footing allowing them to be compared using a common metric – the ruler of 

health and disability. Furthermore ICF takes into account the social aspects of disability and 

does not see disability only as a 'medical' or 'biological' dysfunction. By including 

Contextual Factors, in which environmental factors are listed ICF allows to records the 

impact of the environment on the person's functioning (WHO 2011b). 

5.3 Software Architectures 
 

5.3.1 Introduction 
 

According to Hofmeister et al. (2000), Software Architecture is a recently emerged technical 

field. However, architecture is one of the oldest arts and one of the most ancient engineering 

disciplines. The history of building architecture can be traced back thousands of years to the 

pyramids in Egypt, the Great Wall in China, and the temples in Mexico. The history of 

software architecture is much sorter – the software industry began sometime after ENIAC 

started processing bits in the late 1940s. 

 

Taylor et al. (2009) make an analogy between the architectures in traditional physical 

constructions and software architectures. In traditional constructions, there exists a life cycle 

composed of several phases; initially, it is necessary to collect the requirements for the 
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building, later on, a design is created and refined to yield elaborate blueprints, then, 

construction is made according to those blueprints and finally the building is used or 

occupied. So, notionally, in the software domain, requirements are specified, a high-level 

design is created, detailed algorithms are defined based upon the designs, code is written to 

develop the algorithms and finally, the applications are deployed and used. 

 

During both life cycles it is possible to discover several insights. First, the architecture exists 

independently of the final implementations but it is intrinsically linked to them. Second, the 

properties of the final implementations are induced by the design of their architectures. 

Third, the architect must be ingenious and apt in the acquisition of knowledge. Fourth, the 

process is not as important as the architecture since following a standard process will not 

guarantee that a successful building will emerge. And finally, the discipline of architecture 

has evolved along the years by capturing previous experiences and lessons building physical 

constructions or just software. 

 

From a software engineering point of view, and according to Linda Northrop (L. Bass et al. 

2003), the software architecture of a program or a computing system is the structure or the 

structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties 

of those elements and the relationships among them.  

 

The two main aspects of a software architecture are that it provides a design plan – a 

blueprint – of a system, and that it is an abstraction to help manage the complexity of a 

system (Hofmeister et al. 2000). 

 

Regarding the design plan, a software architect has to: 

 

 Document the architecture and make sure it is understood by the stakeholders (at the 

appropriate level of detail) and by the developers 

 Review requirements and negotiate them 

 Provide requirements to the system architect, who configures the hardware 

architecture 

 Make sure that the architecture is followed along the project development process. 

 

Regarding abstraction, the software architecture should define and describe the elements of a 

system at a relatively coarse granularity. In addition, it should describe how the elements 

fulfill the system requirements, including which elements are responsible for which 

functionality how they interact with each other, how they interact with the outside world, and 

their dependencies on the execution platform. 

 

Quality attributes (QAs) is another major issue in software architectures. Clements et al. 

(2010) consider three obligations of software architecture documentation in relation to QAs. 

First, the documentation should indicate which quality attribute requirements drove the 

design. Second, it should capture the solutions chosen to satisfy the quality attribute 

requirements. Finally, it should capture a convincing argument why the solutions provide the 

necessary quality attributes. 

 

According to Chung & Prado Leite (2009), quality attributes (a.k.a. non-functional 

requirements (NFRs)) are colloquially referred as the “-ilities” (e.g. usability) or
“-ities” 

(e.g. integrity) properties of a software system, that is, words ending with the string “-ility” 

or “-ity”. For instance, ISO 9126 is the software product evaluation standard from the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO 2011) that defines six characteristics 

describing, with minimal overlap, software quality (i.e. functionality, reliability, usability, 

efficiency, maintainability and portability). However, there are many other classifications 

and acceptations of QAs that have been used from more than three decades (Boehm et al. 

1976). 
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Typically, software architectures are decomposed in several views. According to Clements et 

al. (2010), a software architecture is a complex entity that cannot be described on a simple 

one dimensional fashion. In general, different views comply with the following facts: 

 

 Address different engineering concerns 

 Expose different quality attributes to a different degrees 

 Support different goals and users 

 Highlight different system elements and/or relations 

 

Thus, we can have a layered view, which will tell about the system‟s portability and a 

deployment view, which will give light about system‟s performance, reliability and so forth. 

 

Regarding architectural references, it is important to consider the availability of multiple 

architecture styles (Hofmeister et al. 2000).  An architecture pattern or architecture style 

addresses a recurring design problem. It provides a guide of common vocabulary and 

understanding of design principles, identifies and specifies abstractions, helps to manage 

software complexity and is a mean of documenting software architectures. Examples of 

architecture styles are: model-view-controller (MVC), 3-tier architecture, client-server, pipes 

and filters, layers, blackboard, etc. They will not be detailed in this section. 

 

This has been a brief summary of software architectures as different authors conceive them. 

Barry Boehm (1995) said: “If a project has not achieved a system’s architecture, including 

its rationale, the project should not proceed to a full-scale system development. Specifying 

the architecture as a deliverable enables its use throughout the development and 

maintenance process”. 

 

The purpose of the following subsections is to analyze different models for designing and 

documenting software architectures. This information will serve as a reference for the 

construction of the first high-level software architecture design for the Knowledge 

Management Platform in the REHABILITA project, which is the framework presented in 

this Master‟s Thesis. 

 

5.3.2 Four Views 
 

Some years ago, Dilip Soni, Robert Nord and Christine Hofmeister of Siemens Corporate 

Research, made an observation about the views they used to find themselves in the industrial 

practice with large and complex systems. They wrote a book containing a compendium of 

best practices and an insightful look at the critical role of architecture in software 

development (Hofmeister et al. 2000). This book is precisely interesting, mainly because of 

the description of the Four Views (4-Views) model that will be presented below. 

 

The four views are based on what the authors observed in practice. Each of the views 

addresses a different engineering concern. They also describes a different kind of structure 

and those structures are loosely couple. Below, there is a top-down description of the four 

views. Figure 11 is a depiction of the four views and their relationships. 

Conceptual view 

This view is tied most closely to the application domain. In this view, the functionality of the 

system is mapped to architecture elements called conceptual components with coordination 

and data exchange handled by elements called connectors. 

 

In this view, the problems and solutions are viewed primarily in domain terms and they 

should be relatively independent of particular software and hardware techniques. 
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Module view 

In this view, the components and connectors from the conceptual view are mapped to 

subsystems and modules. Here, the architect addresses how the conceptual solution can be 

realized with today‟s software platform and technologies. 

Execution view 

This view describes how modules are mapped to the elements provided by the runtime 

platform, and how these are mapped to the hardware architecture.  In this view, the system‟s 

runtime entities and their attributes, such as memory usage and hardware assignment are 

defined. 

 

An important part of the execution view is the flow of control from the point of view of the 

runtime platform. 

Code view 

In this view, the architect determines how runtime entities from the execution view are 

mapped to deployment components (for example, executable files), how modules from the 

module view are mapped to source components, and how the deployment components are 

produce from the source components. 

 

 
Figure 11. The “4 Views” sw. architecture model. Source: Hofmeister et al. (2000). 

 

5.3.3 4+1 Views 
 

In 1995, Philipe Kruchten of the Rational Software Corporation wrote an influential paper 

describing four main views of software architecture (logical, process, development and 

physical) in combination with a fifth view that tied the other four together by satisfying use 

cases. The model was called the “4+1” view of software architecture (Kruchten 1995). 

Although the author used his own graphical notation to describe the views, it is also possible 

to use standard diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) specification (OMG 

2011). 

 

Below, there is a brief description of the 4+1 view model according to Kruchten original 

conception. Figure 12 is a depiction of the model. 
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Logical view 

Is the object model of the design (when an object oriented design method is used). It 

supports the functional requirements – what the system should provide in terms of services 

to its users. The system is decomposed into a set of key abstractions, taken (mostly) from the 

problem domain, in the form of objects or object classes. They exploit the principles of 

abstraction, encapsulation, and inheritance. 

 

UML diagrams used to represent this view include class diagram, communication diagram 

and sequence diagram (Kontio 2005). 

Process view 

Captures the concurrency, synchronization, distribution, system‟s integrity or fault-tolerance 

aspects of the design. It takes into account some NFRs, such as performance and availability. 

Here, a process is a grouping of tasks that form an executable unit. 

 

The UML diagram used to represent this view is the activity diagram (Kontio 2005). 

Development view 

Describes the static organization of the software in its development environment. The 

software is packaged in small chunks – program libraries, or subsystems – that can be 

developed by one or a small number of developers. The subsystems are organized in a 

hierarchy of layers, each layer providing a narrow and well-defined interface to the layers 

above it. 

 

UML diagrams used to represent this view include component diagram and package 

diagram (Kontio 2005). 

Physical view 

Describe the mapping(s) of the software onto the hardware and reflects its distributed aspect. 

The physical architecture takes into account primarily the non-functional requirements of the 

system such as availability, reliability (fault-tolerance), performance (throughput), and 

scalability. The software executes on a network of computers, or processing nodes. The 

various elements identified – networks, processes, tasks, and objects – need to be mapped 

onto the various nodes. 

 

The UML diagram used to represent this view is the deployment diagram (Kontio 2005). 

Use cases scenarios 

The description of an architecture – the decisions made – can be organized around these four 

views, and then illustrated by a few selected use cases, or scenarios that become a fifth view. 

These scenarios are in some sense an abstraction of the most important requirements. The 

architecture is actually evolved from these scenarios. 

 

The UML diagram used to represent this view is the use case diagram (Kontio 2005). 
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Figure 12. The "4+1" view software architecture model. Source: Kruchten (1995) 
 

5.3.4 IEEE 1471-2000 
 

In the year 2000, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) (IEEE 2011b) 

adopted a recommended practice (IEEE 1471-2000) for architecture descriptions. It 

addresses the activities of the creation, analysis, and sustainment of architectures of 

software-intensive systems, and the recording of such architectures in terms of architectural 

descriptions. 

 

This kind of „standard‟ introduces a conceptual framework (Hilliard 2000) with views to: 

 

 Establish terms and concepts for architectural thinking 

 Serve as a basis for evolution of the field where little common terminology exists 

 Provide a means to talk about Architectural Descriptions in the Context of: 

o System stakeholders 

o Life cycle 

o Uses of architectural description 

 

Unlike approaches that prescribe a fixed set of views, this standard advocates the creation of 

particular views that best serve the stakeholders and their concerns associated with the 

system (Clements et al. 2010).  

 

5.3.5 Other models 
 

The aforementioned models are the most used and extended for the description and 

definition of software architectures although they are not focused in any particular kind of 

software system. 

 

For example, a Business Process-Oriented Software Architecture (BPSOA) created by Yao 

et al. (2008) describes the steps involved in designing a process-oriented software system, 

and provides analysis and design methods of extending process-relevant attributes for 

application in business operations. 
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6 FIAP-RT: A FRAMEWORK FOR AN INTELLIGENT 

AND ADAPTIVE PLANNING OF REHABILITATION 

THERAPIES 

6.1 Design of the Framework 
 

Recalling the theme behind the REHABILITA project: “the new era of an improved medical 

rehabilitation that is centered in the patient, self-managed, customizable, ubiquitous, 

distributed, open to new ways of learning, better informed, sustainable, with a greater scope 

and more effective”, it is possible to conclude that, without the development of the 

appropriate tools, it will not be possible to outline the future horizon in Medical 

Rehabilitation. And here is where Software Engineering and this Master‟s Thesis play an 

important role. 

 

The initial phase of empirical research included a SLR on rehabilitation procedures and 

therapy planning, followed by an on-site ethnographic study and some other insights into 

learning techniques and adaptive rehabilitation procedures or medical informatics 

technologies and standards. Now it is time to start a new phase. In this case, the proceedings 

are more oriented to constructive research and focused on the practical application of some 

of the concepts that have been previously studied. 

 

FIAP-RT is the acronym used to identify a new framework for the intelligent and adaptive 

planning of rehabilitation therapies. This section is focused on the design of this 

comprehensive framework that is sustained on a platform which key element is the 

KNOWLEDGE underlying medical rehabilitation. The Knowledge Management Platform is 

composed of three pillars: 

 

 A Therapeutic Scripts Editor 

 A Therapeutic Procedures Editor 

 A Therapy Planner 

 

The design has been done taking into account the basic list of requirements produced during 

the last stages of the ethnographic research phase, which can be found in Section 3.3 

Ethnographic Research at the Guttmann Institute. 

 

The following subsections contain a high-level architecture design for the platform. In 

addition, there is a description of elementary steps for the proper use of the framework in 

future software design and development stages. 

6.2 FIAP-RT Software Architecture at a High Level 

View 
 

6.2.1 Description of the Architecture 
 

The objective of this section is to define a preliminary design of a high-level view of the 

software architecture underlying the Knowledge Management Platform. Since the idea is not 

to describe a full software architecture document, but to provide a general overview of the 

main components and their relationships, it has not been used any specific standard 
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methodology of the ones studied in Section 5.3 Software Architectures. Because of the same 

reason, none specific architectural styles has been used. 

 

However, a high-level representation of the components, similar to the „Conceptual View‟ 

presented in the „4 Views‟ methodology by Hofmeister et al. (2000) has been employed. As 

it can be seen in Figure 13, here, the graphical metaphors have a different design, combining 

colored forms and symbols that are more visual. The significance of the elements is still the 

same but data/control connectors specified in the methodology have been eliminated to avoid 

messy figures.  

 

 
Figure 13. Software Architecture Elements - Legend Table 

 

6.2.2 Conceptual View – Overview of the Platform 
 

As it has been previously mentioned, the Knowledge Management Platform is the conceptual 

materialization of FIAP-RT framework. Figure 14 shows the top-level conceptual view of 

the software architecture. It illustrates the relationships established between the three main 

pillars of the platform, that is, the Therapeutic Scripts Editor, the Therapeutic Procedures 

Editor and the Therapy Planner. 

 

 
Figure 14. Knowledge Platform  (Conceptual Level) – SW Components View 
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As it can be appreciated, the Therapy Planner component requires a direct interaction with 

the other two elements. In order to supply the therapist with the base of knowledge existent 

in the platform, the Therapy Planner has to provide input information stored in the catalog of 

therapeutic procedures and the catalog of therapeutic scripts. 

 

The platform provides a common Authentication Component that enables the users to get 

access to those internal components (tools) they have been granted to manipulate. Besides, 

there exists an internal Workflow Engine component to each of the LV. 1 components that 

manages the sequence of processes involved in every transaction. 

 

Several manager components establish communication links with existent Databases in the 

platform. In addition, a Decision Support System interconnected with each of the LV. 1 

components will play a fundamental role assisting the users thanks to the Ontology 

Knowledge Base component. 

 

At this moment, it is possible to outline a slight underpinning notion of the separation of the 

business logic from the data layers. However, as mentioned before, the aim of this high-level 

architecture is not to detail but to conceptualize. 

 

6.2.3 Conceptual View – Therapeutic Scripts Editor 
 

The main objectives of the Therapeutic Scripts Editor are: 

 

 Allow the definition of ADLs 

 Generate the therapeutic scripts independently the underlying technology of the 

virtual environment (e.g. virtual reality, interactive video, etc.) 

 Allow an asynchronous collaborative work between clinicians 

 Assist the therapist in the application of clinical evidence for the generation of 

frames 

 Generate new clinical bases of knowledge according to the obtained results 

 

Figure 15 shows the decomposition of the Therapeutic Scripts Editor into several other 

smaller components: 

 

 Script Manager. It is the central component that allows the edition of ADLs. To 

describe an ADL, the therapist will have to create first each of the following 

elements: 1. Scenario, 2. Scenes and 3. Trajectories and compose trajectories 

through Actions and Stimulus. Depending technology availability (e.g. virtual 

reality, interactive video, etc.) the therapist will be able to select the preferred 

catalogue of graphical resources. In addition, this component permits the exportation 

of the generated scripts.  

 

 Multimedia Manager. Is responsible for the selection of base technologies for the 

creation of virtual environments. These technologies may vary (e.g. virtual reality or 

interactive video) but have particular setting configurations stored in the database. 

 

6.2.4 Conceptual View – Therapeutic Procedures Editor 
 

The main objectives of the Therapeutic Procedures Editor are: 

 

 Allow the modeling of clinical rehabilitation knowledge 

 Allow the definition and edition (configuration) of activities and rehabilitation 

procedures (dynamic workflows) 
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 Manage the catalog of intra-activity maps (a.k.a. predefined rehabilitation 

procedures) 

 Allow an asynchronous collaborative work between clinicians 

 Generate new clinical bases of knowledge 

 Generate reports on rehabilitation procedures based on clinical evidence 

 

Figure 16 shows the decomposition of the Therapeutic Procedures Editor into several other 

smaller components: 

 

 Activity Manager. Is responsible for load, edition and storage operations of 

therapeutic activities. It has direct connection with the Procedure Manager for the 

exportation of the procedures. 

 

 Report Manager. It allows load, storage, generation and display operations of reports 

that contain information about rehabilitation procedures that are based on clinical 

evidence 

 

 Procedure Manager. It allows edition and storage operations of rehabilitation 

procedures based on intra-activity maps. In addition, it counts with an internal 

component for visualization and another internal component to export rehabilitation 

procedures to the Therapy Planner component. 

 

6.2.5 Conceptual View – Therapy Planner 
 

The main objectives of the Therapy Planner are: 

 

 Allow therapy planning based on patient‟s pathologies 

 Allow dynamic changes on therapy plans 

 Monitor the effectiveness of the therapies as they are executed by the patients 

 Store information regarding therapy plans and results 

 

Figure 17 shows the decomposition of the Therapy Planner into several other smaller 

components: 

 

 Therapy Manager. It allows an adaptive and intelligent therapy planning based on 

the patient‟s condition (e.g. pathologies). This component has a direct connection to 

the EHR tables in the database. Through the Therapeutic Procedures Editor 

component it is possible to load and store therapies just as to make custom and 

adapted therapies to particular patients due to the support provided by the Decision 

Support System. In addition, an internal component is responsible for displaying 

stored therapies. 

 

The strength of this component is its ability to interact with other components at a 

higher level, that is, the Therapeutic Procedures Editor and the Script Editor. Thanks 

to it, therapists are able to design rehabilitation sessions taking a predefined 

catalogue of therapeutic scripts and intra-activities as a reference and later 

performing an assisted adaptation to the conditions of the specific patients‟ needs. 

 

 Performance Engine. This component is solely dedicated to monitoring the 

efficiency of the therapies as patients execute them. There are two possibilities: 

1. Real-time monitoring 

2. Monitoring based on historical data 
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Figure 15. Therapeutic Scripts Editor - SW Architecture Conceptual View 
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Figure 16. Therapeutic Procedures Editor - SW Architecture Conceptual View 
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Figure 17. Therapy Planner - SW Architecture Conceptual View
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6.3 Derivation of Software Tools from FIAP-RT 
 

This section defines the logical sequence of steps necessary to undertake for the generation 

of software tools compliant with FIAP-RT from a Software Engineering perspective. This 

framework has been created to provide the basic concepts and components for a new model 

of Medical Rehabilitation, intelligent and adapted to patient needs. It is the result of months 

of cooperation with one of the top-reference rehabilitation centers in Europe although the 

ultimate goal is to extend its application to many other rehabilitation centers or 

environments. 

 

FIAP-RT is sustained in three basic components, which are briefly described below: 

 

 Therapeutic Scripts Editor. Software tool for the definition, design and 

formalization of therapeutic interventions. 

 Therapeutic Procedures Editor. Software tool for the design and modeling of 

rehabilitation procedures. 

 Therapy Planner. Software tool for the prescription of rehabilitation activities 

(a.k.a. rehabilitation procedures), which can be patterned over time and adapted to 

the dysfunction profile of each patient. 

 

These components constitute a Knowledge Management Platform, since knowledge 

management is a key aspect of the framework.  However, they have been designed for a 

particular rehabilitation center, either, have not been developed yet. Below there is a list of 

guidelines, similar to a road-map in any software project, which constitutes the basic steps 

that shall be followed to proceed with the development of software tools. 

 

1. The first step consists of reading this Master‟s Thesis document to get an overall 

understanding of the necessities, terms, technologies and standards behind a new 

model of Medical Rehabilitation, more centered in the patient, self-managed, 

customizable, ubiquitous, distributed, open to new ways of learning, better informed, 

sustainable, with a greater scope and more effective. 

 

2. Second, it will be necessary to perform an exhaustive analysis of the situation and 

available technology at the target rehabilitation center where to deploy FIAP-RT. 

 

3. If the rehabilitation center counts with advanced resources such as modern IT 

material, interactive rehabilitation machines and robots with open application 

programming interfaces (APIs) and a pool of qualified human resources: from 

therapists to engineers, etc., it will be almost ready to proceed with the integration of 

FIAP-RT. Otherwise, if the state of the art regarding resources is not favorable it 

will not be possible to continue much further. 

 

4. It will be necessary to undertake a full process of software engineering, starting from 

the definition of specific requirements (in case those presented at the end of Section 

3.3 Ethnographic Research at the Guttmann Institute, do not satisfy the needs of the 

target rehabilitation center). In addition, it will be necessary to select one of the most 

convenient software development methodologies or lifecycles (e.g. V-Model, 

Iterative approach, etc.) and estimate a tentative development considering risks, time 

and resources. 

 

5. Once functional and non-functional requirements are set and validated (or at least 

there is a basic brochure of them) it is time to evaluate the latest available standards, 
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methodologies and technologies for interoperability in medical informatics (see 

Sections 4 and 5 of this document). 

 

6. Construct the software architecture of the platform considering the initial 

components integrated in FIAP-RT and any other possible components or associated 

technologies of interest. 

 

7. Evaluate the software architecture according to any methodology of interest. The 

guidelines described in Section 7 General Guidelines for the Evaluation of the 

Framework can be taken as a reference to perform an assessment based on the 

Architecture Trade-Off Analysis Methodology (ATAM) (Kazman et al. 2000). 

 

8. Proceed with the following steps defined in the selected software life cycle model, 

such as design, implementation, test, deployment, etc. 

 

9. Deploy the complete platform in the rehabilitation center. 

 

10. Perform regular analysis and observations of the tools, with special emphasis on 

those components directly related with knowledge management, such as, databases, 

decision support systems, ontologies, etc. 
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7 GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE EVALUATION 

OF THE FRAMEWORK 

7.1 ATAM: The Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method 
 

The aim of FIAP-RT framework was to define a tentative and high-level conceptual design 

of software architecture for the construction of future software tools in medical 

rehabilitation. Despite being a simple architecture for a knowledge management platform 

composed of a triad of software tools, the intention was to accomplish the initial set of 

requirements elicited at the end of Section 3.3 Ethnographic Research at the Guttmann 

Institute. 

 

However, the simplicity of the architecture behind FIAP-RT does not necessarily mean that 

its evaluation cannot be performed until there is a more consistent design. Indeed, 

architectural analysis is a key asset for an organization. According to Abowd et al. (1997), 

few will argue against the cost-effectiveness of quality evaluation as early as possible in the 

software development life cycle. The cost of changing or correcting a requirement or a 

design in an early phase of the life cycle is ridiculous compared to the cost of the change in 

an advance phase. As it is mentioned in the paper, “here, software quality cannot be 

appended late; it must be inherent from the beginning, built-in by design”. 

 

Therefore, it is more than recommendable to initiate an evaluation phase at the time FIAP-

RT is taken as a reference to derive software tools for a new rehabilitation center. One of the 

evaluation methodologies specially designed to reveal how well an architecture satisfies 

particular quality goals (such as performance or modifiability) is the Architecture Tradeoff 

Analysis Method (ATAM) (Kazman et al. 2000). This methodology has been designed by 

the Software Engineering Institute (SEI 2011) and, not only assesses particular quality goals 

but it also provides insight into how those quality goals interact with each other – how they 

trade off against each other. 

 

Having a structured methodology it will be possible to ensure that the right questions 

regarding an architecture will be asked early. For that purpose, a summary of the evaluation 

goals and process proposed in ATAM has been gathered and presented along with the 

identification of the primary quality attributes that any software architecture derived from 

FIAP-RT shall accomplish.  

 

7.2 Evaluation Goals 
 

In general terms, ATAM pursues to record any risks, sensitivity points and tradeoff points of 

a software architecture, apart from raising architectural awareness and improving the level of 

architectural documentation. 

 

The major goals of ATAM are described below: 

 

 Elicit and refine a precise statement of the architecture‟s driving quality attribute 

requirements 

 Elicit and refine a precise statement of the architectural design decisions 

 Evaluate the architectural decisions to determine if they satisfactorily address the 

quality requirements 
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Based upon the quality attribute goals, ATAM allows analyzing how architectural styles aid 

in the achievement of the goals. 

7.3 Evaluation Process 
 

The evaluation process of ATAM is oriented towards raising architectural awareness and 

improving the level of architectural documentation. 

 

Below there is a summary of the list of steps to conduct ATAM method: 

 

Presentation 

 

1. Present the ATAM. 

2. Present business drivers  

3. Present architecture (in this case the initial architecture of FIAP-RT) 

 

Investigation and Analysis 

 

4. Identify architectural approaches  

5. Generate quality attribute utility tree (the QAs identified in Section 3.3.5 can be 

taken as a reference) 

6. Analyze architectural approaches. 

 

Testing 

 

7. Brainstorm and prioritize scenarios  

8. Analyze architectural approaches 

 

Reporting 

 

9. Present results 

 

For a deeper description of the process, refer to (Kazman et al. 2000). 

 

7.4 Validity Issues 
 

FIAP-RT framework is a product of a constructive research phase. As it happens with any 

kind of research work, some factors might jeopardize its internal and external validity. 

 

Here, internal validity has to do with whether there was sufficient evidence to support the 

construction process, or in other words, if there was enough reliance on the steps taken in the 

development of the framework. To address internal validity, a logical procedure was 

adopted: first and based upon background information and requirements extracted from the 

empirical phase, a high-level design of a conceptual software architecture was outlined and 

second, an evaluation mechanism based on an already existent methodology (ATAM) was 

proposed.  This approach is typical in Software Engineering, that is, first build a prototype 

and second propose an evaluation method to detect and correct mistakes as soon as possible 

to mitigate future development risks. Apparently, the high level of abstraction in the 

conceptual design itself is a factor that might compromise the internal validity of the 

software architecture since certain technical details such as communication protocols or 

information exchange standards were left behind. However, these are concerns of lower 

architectural views that would need to be clarified once the conceptual architecture has 

successfully passed the evaluation test in further works. 
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Regarding external validation, it has to do with whether the framework can be generalizable 

or applicable to any other rehabilitation environment different from Guttmann‟s. Basically, 

the software architecture of the framework was created based upon the characteristics of this 

specific rehabilitation center. Then, its design may be biased or constrained and therefore, 

some factors, as the lack of adequacy to other settings or different instrumentation in 

alternative rehabilitation centers may seem to be sufficient to compromise the external 

validity of the framework. To address this validity issue, further work with views to extend 

the framework to a significant number of other rehabilitation centers sharing common basic 

settings would be required.  
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8 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 

This section presents a general discussion after the development of this Master‟s Thesis 

work. In particular, some issues will be presented regarding how initial objectives have been 

fulfilled, what are the evaluation results of the overall work and how will it be possible to 

improve the work. A final part of conclusions and related future works is also presented. 

8.1 Fulfillment of Thesis Objectives 
 

The goals and sub goals of this Master‟s Thesis were initially established in Section 1.5.1, 

along with the research questions and expected outcomes to fulfill these goals. The following 

subsections contain a description of the level of fulfillment that has been produced after the 

completion of the study. 

 

8.1.1 Initial Considerations 
 

Originally, the intended name of the accepted Master‟s Thesis proposal was “A Framework 

for Modeling Workflow-based Medical Rehabilitation Procedures”. The idea behind this title 

was more or less the same than the one of this Master‟s Thesis, with the difference that its 

name suffered a little modification from the original to become “A Framework for an 

Intelligent an Adaptive Planning of Rehabilitation Therapies”. The reason for changes is 

described below. 

 

Parallel to this Master‟s Thesis work, a real project (Spanish Government funded) called 

REHABILITA (GMV 2010) has been running up. This project was conceived as a vehicle 

for the definition of a new era in the „Rehabilitation of the future‟.  Its context, objectives 

and scope were already described in Section 1.5. Internally, the project consisted of several 

work packages and a consortium of institutions (from private business to public research 

centers) that distributed the tasks aligned to their objectives and the budget received for their 

completion. 

 

Decoroso Crespo Laboratoy, at UPM, was one of the latest research partners to be integrated 

in the project. At the time it became part of the consortium, a thesis proposal about a 

framework for modeling medical rehabilitation procedures was considered an interesting 

topic for an EMSE Master‟s Thesis, since it had to deal with several interesting issues from 

the point of view of Software Engineering in combination with Medical Informatics. 

However, there were certain incompatibilities with the research lines of other institutions that 

intended to work on the same topic: workflows. 

 

In order to avoid duplicity of work and redirect the course of the original master without 

modifying any of the objectives that had been set up in it, a subtle change was introduced. 

The Master‟s Thesis was not oriented anymore towards workflows but focused on an 

intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies. The rest would remain exactly 

as it was previously defined; so that, the research methodology was not altered and the 

research goals and outcomes suffered only slight modifications. 

 

8.1.2 Research Questions 
 

Here there is the final list of hypotheses and research questions that were presented in the 

original proposal. 
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H1. There exists a sequence of common steps shared between different rehabilitation 

procedures (i.e. cognitive, physical and cardio-respiratory). 

RQ1. What is the common taxonomy model of different rehabilitation procedures and 

what variability points can be supported? 
 

Conclusion. Due to the combination of two empirical research methodologies: systematic 

literature review and on-site ethnographic research it has been possible to abstract a generic 

structure of a rehabilitation procedure (a.k.a. rehabilitation activity or intra-activity). 

 

Generally, rehabilitation intra-activities can be seen as procedures that can be modeled by a 

workflow of elements. Hence, every activity becomes a composition of tasks to be 

performed by a specific patient while supervised by a therapist. A full activity has a starting 

and end point. Within, there is a flow of tasks that are sequentially triggered under certain 

conditions. The actors involved in the whole procedure are both the patients and the 

rehabilitation professionals. Figure 8 in Section 3.3.5 illustrates the taxonomy of a 

rehabilitation procedure. 

 

H2. Workflow-oriented architectures are a good solution to derive software tools for 

rehabilitation procedures. 

RQ2. Will a coherent framework compliant with the latest standards be an appropriate 

solution to leverage the development of software tools for the design and planning of 

rehabilitation therapies? 

 

Conclusion. This question was not completely well formulated. Normally, yes/no questions 

shall be avoided when defining the research goals of any thesis. The real intention behind 

this question was to discuss if a coherent framework of software tools would be the best 

solution in a new era where rehabilitation therapies tend to be more personalized and 

intelligently adapted to patient needs. In addition, there existed an underpinning assumption 

that considered compliance to standards as a relevant aspect for the intended tools of the 

framework. 

 

Despite of the increasing interest in medical rehabilitation research during the last years, it 

was not possible to answer this question directly only by performing a systematic literature 

research on the topic. The evident reason is that rehabilitation centers do not use to facilitate 

their know-how or share the knowledge about their daily practice, especially regarding 

protocols and methodologies used for planning rehabilitation procedures. 

 

Nevertheless, an on-site ethnographic research conducted in one of the top-reference 

rehabilitation centers in Spain, disclosed too much information to understand how 

rehabilitation therapies are planned nowadays, how they should be planned in the near future 

and what is the role played by technology and software tools in the middle of this debate. 

 

The current context in medical rehabilitation is typically described as a patient that is 

supervised by a therapist while performing rehabilitation activities following a 1:1 

relationship. This has associated an elevated cost since many rehabilitation professionals (i.e. 

caregivers, occupational therapists, therapists, etc.) are employed to be vigilant with one 

patient at a time. In addition, the performance of the process is low in comparison with an 

ideal situation in which one therapist can supervise the activities of several patients at a time, 

following a 1:N relationship. 

 

Several technological revolutions emerged during the last decades in medical informatics 

(e.g. robots, applied decision support systems, monitoring systems) and opened new ways 

for improving today‟s rehabilitation contexts. The creators of the REHABILITA project 

envisioned a new change of paradigm. Increasingly, software systems are more capable to 

exploit the possibilities of hardware machines. Thanks to the developments produced in 
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Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering, we have reached a point 

where KNOWLEDGE is the basic pillar of any intelligent system. 

 

In order to achieve an intelligent an adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies for the ideal 

1:N situation, it is necessary to combine wisely a bunch of technological solutions. The 

obvious answer to RQ. 2 is YES. A coherent framework of new software tools that provide 

an intelligent an adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies is the panacea that will permit 

to achieve the goals of new rehabilitation plans that are centered in the patient, self-managed, 

customizable, ubiquitous, distributed, open to new ways of learning, better informed, 

sustainable, with a greater scope and more effective. 

 

And this is the point where standards (the underpinning assumption) play a key role to 

achieve the interoperability of software and hardware systems. 

 

H3. The validation of the framework can be done based on certain quality attributes (QAs). 

RQ3. Which QAs are needed to evaluate the framework properly and how should they 

be prioritized? 
 

In fact, the validation of a framework that is sustained on a software architecture and formed 

of several components can be done through the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method 

(ATAM) (Kazman et al. 2000) proposed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI 2011). 

This method is a way to undertake the validation process of a software architecture by 

particularly analyzing QAs such as performance, availability, security, etc. Thanks to this 

methodology it is possible to elicit and refine a precise statement of the architecture‟s driving 

quality attribute requirements. 

 

Initially, several QAs where identified during the last phases of the ethnographic research 

performed in the Guttmann Institute: 

 

 QAs for FIAP-RT: Interoperability, availability, security, accessibility, usability and 

reliability 

 

The answer to RQ3, cannot be completed until the real validation of FIAP-RT framework 

(i.e. the designed framework for an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation 

therapies) is produced. However, that objective trespassed the scope of this Master‟s Thesis 

and can be a possible further work to continue with. 

 

8.1.3 Expected Outcomes 
 

In Section 1.5.3 there exists a description of the original expected outcomes from this 

research study. Table 7 shows the grade of fulfillment of the outcomes. 

 

Table 7. Fulfillment of Master's thesis expected outcomes 
# ID Description Fulfillment Notes 

OUT 1 Study on the state-

of-the-art of 

learning techniques 

and adaptive 

therapies in medical 

rehabilitation 

Total Original study on computer-aided 

healthcare workflows of the thesis 

proposal was changed for this study, 

which is more aligned with the 

Master‟s Thesis objectives: See Section 

3.2 and Section 4. 

OUT 2 Description of the 

generic taxonomy of 

rehabilitation 

procedures 

Total See Section 3.3.5. 
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# ID Description Fulfillment Notes 

OUT 3 Study of the latest 

medical standards 

Total See Section 5.2. 

OUT 4 Study of references 

and architectural 

styles for the 

framework 

Total See Section 5.3. 

OUT 5 Complete 

description and 

design of a specific 

architecture 

Total See Section 6.2. 

OUT 6 Guidelines to 

evaluate the validity 

of the framework 

Total ATAM (Kazman et al. 2000) 

methodology was identified for the 

evaluation of the framework based on 

quality attributes (See Section 7). 

The validation process of the 

methodology was presented, but not 

applied since it goes beyond the 

objectives of the thesis.  

OUT 7 Process guideline to 

develop software 

taking the 

framework as a 

reference 

Total See Section 6.3. 

 

8.1.4 Evaluation 
 

In general terms, all the goals and outcomes established in the original Master‟s Thesis 

proposal have been achieved to a greater extent. Below there are some considerations that 

shall be taken into account. 

 

Initially, the Master‟s Thesis was more oriented to produce research in workflow 

technologies behind rehabilitation procedures. However, the change on the focus from 

„workflow technologies in medical rehabilitation‟ towards „intelligent an adaptive planning 

of rehabilitation therapies‟ didn‟t compromise the rest of the work lines that had been 

proposed from the very beginning. 

 

As a result, a comprehensive framework containing a conceptual definition of a software 

architecture for an intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation therapies has been 

constructed. Although the framework was specifically designed under the context of a real 

project, this study was subject to limitations. Thus, the overall work may not be easily 

generalizable to other settings, because the framework and, specially, the architecture, were 

developed for use in those rehabilitation centers associated to the REHABILITA project, 

which might differ from its application in other national or international centers. 

 

Finally, it is convenient to underline that the combination of different research approaches: 

mainly empirical and constructive, through a combination of different methodologies (e.g. a 

SLR, generic literature reviews, ethnographic interviews, etc.) has supposed a great 

experience to discover research world at a first-hand. 
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9 SUMMARY 
 

Through the development of this Master‟s Thesis work, it has been shown that in Medical 

Rehabilitation, as it occurs in many other disciplines, is still hard to find a real socialization 

and dissemination of the know-how that is being constantly produced. Literature and 

ethnographic researches have revealed the fact that rehabilitation centers are a mine of 

knowledge that hardly ever trespass their boundaries. 

 

The role played by software engineers and computer scientists is crucial to help society 

advance to a better world where technology is a fundamental factor that promotes the 

progress. This Master‟s Thesis has helped to create FIAP-RT, a new framework for an 

intelligent and adaptive planning of rehabilitation techniques. The topic arose from a real 

need detected in an ambitious project called REHABILITA (Spanish government funded), 

which ultimate goal was to produce a change in today‟s paradigm in Medical Rehabilitation 

practice. That is, the progress towards new rehabilitation plans that are centered in the 

patient, self-managed, customizable, ubiquitous, distributed, open to new ways of learning, 

better informed, sustainable, with a greater scope and more effective in comparison with the 

plans that exist today. 

 

Unless there are future advances in technology (e.g. decision support systems based on solid 

scientific evidence) planning of rehabilitation therapies will continue being highly dependent 

on human experts. 

 

Still, it will be necessary to invest further effort and work to see a realization of future 

software tools that bring new means of Medical Rehabilitation adapted to the real needs of 

the patients and with the sufficient intelligence to be assist therapists in their daily routines. 

The key of success lies in the knowledge management enabled by software tools. 
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10 CONCLUSIONS 
 

This Master‟s Thesis has presented a framework for an intelligent and adaptive planning of 

rehabilitation therapies. The ultimate goals of the study were to compare literature and 

reality, to analyze the current state-of-the-art in medical rehabilitation and later, to propose a 

solution based on Software Engineering concepts, which can help to outline a future 

rehabilitation context through the interoperability of intelligent machines and adapted to 

singular patient needs. 

 

The steps involved in the study convey a combination of empirical and constructive research. 

With respect to the former, several methods have been used. Initially, a systematic literature 

review was combined with an on-site ethnographic work based on semi-structured interviews 

towards the understanding of medical rehabilitation from the point of view of a software 

engineer. Special attention has been put to discover methodologies or practices for planning 

rehabilitation therapies, also to disclose the generic taxonomy of rehabilitation procedures 

and to extract the requirements for a software platform that contributes to the design of 

future software tools. In addition, a study on the state-of-the-art of learning techniques and 

adaptive therapies has been conducted to achieve a deep insight in the current integration of 

medical informatics in rehabilitation. Empirical research was followed by a constructive 

research phase towards the construction of the framework. First, it was necessary to analyze 

the existent standards for e-Health applications and to study methodologies for documenting 

software architectures. Based upon this knowledge, FIAP-RT, which stands for a Framework 

for an Intelligent and Adaptive Planning of Rehabilitation Therapies was constructed. This 

framework is composed of a software architecture and a set of guidelines to derive software 

tools compliant with the conceptual design. In addition, an adaption of the Architecture 

Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) has been provided to enable future evaluations of the 

framework against the quality attributes gathered from the Guttmann Institute. 

 

The main difficulties that have affected the course of the overall research have been the 

accessibility to rehabilitation centers, due to tight schedules of their professionals and the 

intrinsic complications that arise when it is necessary to abstract research work from an 

industrial project. 

 

On one hand, the major result received from this study is that it is possible to take advantage 

of Software Engineering concepts to develop software tools that improve the human life. In 

this case, FIAP-RT supports a new paradigm on how future software tools oriented to 

medical rehabilitation should be constructed with views to achieve quality attributes such as 

interoperability, availability, security, accessibility, usability or reliability. The construction 

of this framework has been motivated by a change on the paradigm of nowadays healthcare, 

where one professional assists and monitors one patient (i.e. 1:1), to the desired situation for 

the future, where new intelligent systems based on knowledge management assist and 

monitor multiple patients with the only supervision of one professional (i.e. 1:N). 

 

On the other hand, one of the main findings in the study is the big gap existent in literature 

regarding the specification of therapy planning methodologies, which denote a generalized 

rejection to disclose the know-how produced in rehabilitation centers. Another major finding 

is the potential of software tools to solve problems of everyday life and specially to help 

science evolve by integrating machines and exploiting their capabilities. 

 

The results of the research suggest a particular course of action. That is, to achieve the 

objectives of a future context in medical rehabilitation relying on information and 

communication technologies it is necessary to previously open the current existent 

knowledge trapped inside rehabilitation centers. 
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11 FUTURE WORK 
 

Several extensions of this Master‟s Thesis have been considered of interest for future work. 

 

The first and foremost step would be to proceed with a revision of the software architecture 

underlying FIAP-RT framework. This action would require a previous elaboration of a more 

detailed document of software requirements (e.g. following IEEE-STD-830 (IEEE 2011b) 

methodology). In addition, the elicitation process would imply an extra effort to evaluate and 

prioritize requirements followed by an exhaustive identification of quality attributes that 

could be determinant in new rehabilitation platforms. 

 

Mainly, it would be interesting to redefine FIAP-RT‟s architecture with a higher level of 

detail, being compliant to any of the studied methodologies for software architectures 

documentation and putting more emphasis on standards. Since this work is open to future 

contributions it would be also important to proceed with an evaluation of the framework 

under new rehabilitation settings (e.g. in other European rehabilitation centers with the latest 

technological advances). Therefore, internal and external validity of the framework could be 

enhanced and, as it occurs with experiments, replication and cross-validation would help to 

be aware of the results with more confidence. 

 

Finally, it would be of interest of this Master‟s Thesis and future works to contribute to 

research in Software Engineering and Medical Informatics by revealing part of the generated 

knowledge. Potential extracts of this work have been identified as candidates to produce 

scientific or technical articles. To begin with, it would be interesting to disclose the methods 

and findings of the SLR performed on the state of the art in the design of rehabilitation 

procedures and therefore to integrate them with current research, filling the existent gap. The 

study on the state of the art of learning techniques and adaptive therapies in medical 

rehabilitation can be also a matter of interest. As a result of the overall work, the ultimate 

target would be to produce a technical report with all the details pertaining to the framework 

for an intelligent and adaptive learning of rehabilitation procedures. 
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APPENDIX A: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS AT THE 

GUTTMANN INSTITUTE 
 

Guidelines Checklist 

 

1. General information     □ 

1.1. Description of the Guttmann Institute   □ 

1.1.1.  History     □ 

1.1.2.  Structure of the center    □ 

1.1.3.  Core activities     □ 

1.1.4.  Professionals     □ 

1.1.5.  Type of patients    □ 

1.1.6.  Average number of patients 

1.2. Summary of R&D and innovation undertaken projects  □ 

1.3. Role of the institute in the REHABILITA project   □ 

 

2. Rehabilitation therapies     □ 

2.1. Types of rehabilitation therapies carried out in the center  □ 

2.2. Equipment and technologies used, or the most advanced  □ 

2.3. Guided tour     □ 

 

3. Rehabilitation procedures    □ 

3.1. Abstraction of a sequence of activities (workflow)  □ 

3.2. Taxonomy of a rehabilitation procedure   □ 

 

4. Description of components in the REHABILITA project  □ 

 

5. Planning of rehabilitation sessions    □ 

5.1. Current methodology (if any)    □ 

5.2. Staff involved in the planning    □ 

5.3. Therapy design     □ 

5.4. Therapy adaptation     □ 

5.5. Patient monitoring     □ 

5.6. Software support     □ 

 

6. Requirements elicitation for the construction of the framework  □ 

6.1. Technologies available at the center   □ 

6.2. Functional and non-functional requirements   □ 

6.3. Required standards (e.g. WHO ICF, SNOMED, HL7, etc.)  □ 
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APPENDIX B: DEPICTION OF INTRA-ACTIVITY IN 

COGNITIVE REHABILITATION 
 

 
 

Figure 18. Cognitive Activity of Daily Living  (ADL) – Calculus. Source: Guttman-

GBT (REHABILITA project) 
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APPENDIX C: DEPICTION OF SCENARIO IN 

FUNCTIONAL REHABILITATION 
 

 

 

Figure 19. Scenario containing a depiction of the workflow of steps involved in the preparation and execution 

of a functional rehabilitation therapy. Source: Guttmann-GBT (REHABILITA project) 
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ACRONYMS 
 

Acronym Description 

ABI Acquired Brain 

Injury 

Broad term used to indicate that a person has 

experienced a brain injury after childhood. Can be 

caused by a traumatic or a non-traumatic event. 

ADL Activity of Daily 

Living 

Basic tasks of everyday life, such as eating, 

bathing, dressing, toileting, and transferring. 

ATAM Architecture 

Tradeoff Analysis 

Method 

Structured technique for understanding the 

tradeoffs inherent in the architectures of software-

intensive systems developed by the Software 

Engineering Institute (SEI). 

BTH Blekinge Institute of 

Technology 

BTH is a recognized university under government 

control. It is the most distinctly profiled institute in 

Sweden, thanks to its strong emphasis on applied 

information technology, IT and sustainable 

development in industry and society. 

BBS Berg Balance Scale Test that was originally developed to determine the 

ability of the elderly to keep their balance. There 

are 14 steps that must be completed. The results 

are based on how long it takes to complete specific 

tests and how well the tests are performed. Each 

test is rated on a scale of 0 points to 4 points.  

BPM Business Process 

Management 

Business process management is the continuous 

act of aligning a company's organization with its 

clients' specific needs, and involves following set 

procedures. 

BPMN (Business Process Management Notation) 

is a graphical notation that depicts the steps in a 

business process. BPMN depicts the end-to-end 

flow of a business process. The notation has been 

specifically designed to coordinate the sequence of 

processes and the messages that flow between 

different process participants in a related set of 

activities. 

BPSOA Business Process 

Software Oriented 

Architecture 

Software architecture model that describes the 

steps involved in designing a process-oriented 

software system, and provides analysis and design 

methods of extending process-relevant attributes 

for application in business operations. 

CDSS Clinical Decision 

Support System 

Active knowledge systems that use two or more 

items of patient data to generate case-specific 

advice. Clinical DSSs are typically designed to 

integrate a medical knowledge base, patient data 

and an inference engine to generate case specific 

advice. 

CIS Clinical Information 

System 

Computer based system that is designed for 

collecting, storing, manipulating and making 

available clinical information important to the 

healthcare delivery process. 
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Acronym Description 

COACH Cognitive Orthosis 

for Assisting 

Activities in the 

Home 

Prototype of a computerized device that monitors 

progress and provides the reminders to patients 

suffering from dementia. 

COGORTH (COGnitive 

ORTHotic) 

Programming language specifically designed for 

the specification of tasks which steps are 

represented by messages in form of text, video, 

audio signals or visual cues 

DALY Disability-Adjusted 

Life Year 

One DALY can be thought of as one lost year of 

"healthy" life. The sum of these DALYs across the 

population, or the burden of disease, can be 

thought of as a measurement of the gap between 

current health status and an ideal health situation 

where the entire population lives to an advanced 

age, free of disease and disability. 

EHR Electronic Health 

Record 

An Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a health 

record of an individual that is accessible online 

from many separate, interoperable and automated 

systems within an electronic network. An 

electronic representation of an individual's health 

record, either in a single data repository or in 

separate linked repositories. 

FIAP-RP Framework for an 

Intelligent and 

Adaptive Planning 

of Rehabilitation 

Therapies 

It is the framework developed in this Master‟s 

Thesis. To see a further explanation consult 

Section 6 FIAP-RT: A Framework for an 

Intelligent and Adaptive Planning of Rehabilitation 

Therapies. 

HIE Health Information 

Exchange 

Transmission of healthcare-related data among 

facilities, health information organizations (HIO) 

and government agencies according to national 

standards.  HIE is an integral component of the 

health information technology (HIT) infrastructure 

under development in the United States and the 

associated National Health Information Network 

(NHIN).  

HIS Health Information 

System 

Integral part of the health system whose 

operational boundaries include all resources, 

organizations and actors that are involved in the 

regulation, financing and provision of actions 

whose primary intent is to protect, promote and 

improve health. 

HIT Health Information 

Technology 

Application of information processing involving 

both computer hardware and software that deals 

with the storage, retrieval, sharing, and use of 

health care information, data, and knowledge for 

communication and decision making. 
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Acronym Description 

HL7 Health Level 7 Health Level 7. An ANSI-accredited Standards 

Developing Organization (SDO) operating in the 

healthcare arena. "Level Seven" refers to the 

highest level of the International Standards 

Organization's (ISO) communications model for 

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) – the 

application level. The application level addresses 

definition of the data to be exchanged, the timing 

of the interchange, and the communication of 

certain errors to the application. The seventh level 

supports such functions as security checks, 

participant identification, availability checks, 

exchange mechanism negotiations and, most 

importantly, data exchange structuring. 

IEEE Institute of Electrical 

and Electronics 

Engineers 

IEEE is the world‟s largest professional 

association dedicated to advancing technological 

innovation and excellence for the benefit of 

humanity. IEEE and its members inspire a global 

community through IEEE's highly cited 

publications, conferences, technology standards, 

and professional and educational activities. 

ISO International 

Organization for 

Standardization 

World's largest developer and publisher of 

International Standards. It is a non-governmental 

organization that forms a bridge between the 

public and private sectors. On the one hand, many 

of its member institutes are part of the 

governmental structure of their countries, or are 

mandated by their government. On the other hand, 

other members have their roots uniquely in the 

private sector, having been set up by national 

partnerships of industry associations 

KDD Knowledge 

Discovery in 

Databases 

Also known as Knowledge Discovery in Data 

Mining, is an interdisciplinary area focusing upon 

methodologies for extracting useful knowledge 

from databases. 

NFR Non-Functional 

Requirement 

Also known as quality attribute (QA) it represent a 

requirement that specify criteria that can be used to 

judge the operation of a system (e.g. “The system 

must have a 99.999% availability rate”). 

OMG Object Management 

Group 

Its mission is to develop, with our worldwide 

membership, enterprise integration standards that 

provide real-world value. Creators of UML. 

PEAT Planning and 

Execution, 

Assistance and 

Training 

Personal planning assistant that provides help 24/7 

and increases independence and quality of life for 

people with cognitive disorders due to brain injury, 

stroke, MS, autism, Alzheimer's disease, ADHD, 

etc. 

PICO Patient/Problem. 

Intervention. 

Comparison/Control. 

Outcome/Effects 

Structured methodology for performing Systematic 

Literature Reviews (SLRs). 
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Acronym Description 

QA Quality Attribute Factor that affects any kind of non-functional 

requirement (NFR) of a software system (e.g. 

availability). 

REHABILITA  Spanish Government funded CENIT project that 

was born with the ambition to become an 

international reference for the future of 

Rehabilitation Systems oriented to the citizens 

SCI Spinal Cord Injury Damage or trauma to the spinal cord that in turn 

results in a loss or impaired function resulting in 

reduced mobility or feeling 

SEI Carneige Mellon 

Software 

Engineering Institute 

American institution that works closely with 

defense and government organizations, industry, 

and academia to continually improve software-

intensive systems. 

SJR SCImago Journal 

and Country Rank 

Portal that includes the journals and country 

scientific indicators developed from the 

information contained in the Scopus® database 

(Elsevier B.V.). These indicators can be used to 

assess and analyze scientific domains. 

SLR Systematic 

Literature Review 

Means of evaluating and interpreting all available 

research relevant to a particular research question, 

topic area, or phenomenon of interest. Systematic 

reviews aim to present a fair evaluation of a 

research topic by using a trustworthy, rigorous, 

and auditable methodology. 

SNOMED CT Systematized 

Nomenclature of 

Medicine- 

Clinical Terms 

SNOMED Clinical Terms® (SNOMED CT®) is a 

dynamic, scientifically validated clinical health 

care terminology and infrastructure that makes 

health care knowledge more usable and accessible. 

The SNOMED-CT® Core Terminology provides a 

common language that enables a consistent way of 

capturing, sharing and aggregating health data 

across specialties and sites of care. Among the 

applications for SNOMED-CT are electronic 

medical records, ICU (Intensive Care Unit) 

monitoring, clinical decision support, medical 

research studies, clinical trials, computerized 

physician order entry, and disease surveillance. 

TBI Traumatic Brain 

Injury 

Complex injury with a broad spectrum of 

symptoms and disabilities. The impact on a person 

and his or her family can be devastating. 

UML Unified Modeling 

Language 

The Unified Modeling Language™ - UML - is 

OMG's most-used specification, and the way the 

software engineers use to model not only 

application structure, behavior, and architecture, 

but also business process and data structure.   

UPM Universidad 

Politécnica de 

Madrid (Technical 

University of 

Madrid) 

The UPM (Technical University of Madrid) 

became a university as such 1971, although most 

of its Centers of Study date from centuries before, 

having been founded in the 18th and 19th 

centuries. 
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Acronym Description 

WHO World Health 

Organization 

Directing and coordinating authority for health 

within the United Nations system. It is responsible 

for providing leadership on global health matters, 

shaping the health research agenda, setting norms 

and standards, articulating evidence-based policy 

options, providing technical support to countries 

and monitoring and assessing health trends. 

It is responsible for several standards in healthcare 

as WHO ICF (a classification of the health 

components of functioning and disability) & WHO 

ICD (an international standard diagnostic 

classification). 

WP Work Package Detailed job that is established by the Task 

Manager (TM) for accomplishing work within a 

Task Plan. 

2MWT 

5MWT 

Two / Five Minutes 

Walk Test 

Rehabilitation activity consisting on walking as 

many meters as possible for a period of time, 

usually supervised by a therapist. 
 


